FREE Singapore stopover
on all Wexas holidays to Australia and New Zealand

As a little treat, we’re offering a complimentary layover
in Singapore on all of our trips Down Under. The offer
includes private transfers to and from the airport as well as
overnight accommodation in one of the city’s ﬁnest four-star
properties, featured to the right.
To take advantage, simply book any holiday to Australia or
New Zealand that includes flights and a minimum of seven
nights’ accommodation. What’s more, if you book 14 nights
away, you’ll receive an extra night in Singapore, again
completely free of charge.
There’s also the option of extending your stay, or upgrading
to a ﬁve-star property for a small supplement. Whatever you
choose, you’ll have the chance to explore one of the world’s
great cities, where skyscraping glass and steel backdrops
colonial charm, mouth-watering hawker markets and vibrant
cultural enclaves.
Don’t delay, although the offer is valid for travel until March
2020, it must be booked by 15 September 2019. For full terms
and conditions, visit wexas.com/free-singapore-stopover.

GRAND COPTHORNE
WATERFRONT
Overlooking the Singapore
River itself, this central awardwinner enjoys a privileged
setting, taken in from floor-toceiling windows, ﬁne-dining
restaurants and a rooftop pool.

TO TAKE ADVANTAGE
OF THIS VERY
SPECIAL OFFER,
CONTACT A WEXAS
SPECIALIST ON
020 7838 5894
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All prices, fares, hotels and tours described in this brochure are correct at the time of going to press
(26/07/2019) and are subject to change and availability. Prices shown are a guide only and may not include
peak travel periods such as Christmas and Easter. Many of the fl ights and fl ight-inclusive holidays in this
brochure are fi nancially protected by the atol scheme but atol protection does not apply to all holiday
and travel services listed. Please ask us to confi rm what protection may apply to your booking. If you do not
receive an atol Certifi cate then the booking will not be atol protected. If you do receive an atol Certifi cate
but all the parts of your trip are not listed on it, those parts will not be atol protected. For more information
about fi nancial protection and the atol Certifi cate go to: atol.org.uk/atolcertifi cate. The Wexas atol
number is 2873. Full booking conditions can be found at wexas.com/bookingconditions.
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IN FOCUS | SINGAPORE

T H E SI N G A P O R E
B I CE N T E N N I A L

Singapore is staging a full calendar
of events across the city this
year, commemorating the 200th
anniversary of Sir Stamford
Raffles’ arrival. To help mark the
occasion, we’re offering a free
stopover in Singapore on all of our
trips to Australia and New Zealand
– details opposite.
Indeed, there’s never been a better
time to visit the Lion City. When I
stayed back in March, heritage trails
on its fishing-village history and the
Malay-Muslim quarter were opening

Having visited Singapore for its bicentennial,
Wexas Far East specialist Miranda Berliand reports
back on an exciting time for the island nation.

up, while the Asian Civilisations
Museum hosted a unique cocuration with the British Museum.
Focusing on Sir Stamford Raffles’
role as an academic and collector,
it’s the chance to learn how he
authored The History of Java and
founded London Zoo.

SAVE UP TO

£460 PP

However, that’s just a snapshot
of the year’s festivities. There’s
everything from Marina Bay’s
spectacular light shows to
the opening up of the City Hall –
a 20th-century grand dame that
has lived through the British,
Japanese and modern era.

SIN GAPORE IN ST YLE
7-DAY CITY AND BEACH BREAK

Book by 15 Sep 19

This curated break will see you stay in a pair of lavish hotels,
relaxing in an infinity pool over Marina Bay and enjoying
the beaches on Singapore’s Sentosa Island. For an insight
into the Bicentennial, you’ll also be treated to the likes of
a historic river cruise, a 1920s bike tour and an indulgent
afternoon tea experience. And, to help you explore, we’ve
also included private transfers throughout.
PRICES START FROM £1,770 PP incl. flights, uk airport lounge
access, private transfers, 5 nights b&b accommodation & private touring.
For a full itinerary and all inclusions, visit wexas.com/154174.
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SINGAPORE | IN FOCUS

IN DON ESIA & SIN GAPORE : BALI , JAVA
& BORN EO’ S OR AN GUTANS
18-DAY TAILOR-MADE INDEPENDENT TOUR

What’s more, most events are free
and many are available annually or
even year-round.
Of course, that’s alongside all the
usual intrigue that the city presents.
While great modernist structures
dominate the skyline in giant-tree
ecosystems and surfboard-capped
towers, multi-tiered temples still
dot Chinatown, Little India is
resplendent in thousands of colours
and a 19th-century mosque glitters
over the Arabic Quarter. However,
for me, nothing beats the hawkermarket food. My order? Laksa – a
rich, spicy noodle soup with your
choice of chicken, prawn or fish.
Inspired? Take advantage of our
complimentary stopover offer
or consider one of our featured
itineraries.

This tailor-made private tour will see you between Indonesia’s hidden
wildlife, gorgeous islands and ancient heritage. You’ll start with three
nights in Singapore, enjoying afternoon tea in colonial-icon Raffles, before
hopping over to Borneo for a full-board private houseboat cruise in search
of orangutans among its jungle waterways. Then, over on Java, you’ll take
in unesco-listed Borobudur and Yogyakarta’s Royal Palace between
cooking classes and cycle rickshaw rides, before ending on Bali. Staying
in luxury on its white-sand beaches and among Ubud’s verdant idyll, you’ll
explore local villages on guided rice-paddy walks and water temples on
sunset cruises. It’s all knitted together by included flight hops and private
transfers, along with luxury stays and a truly extensive collection of
private tours, enjoyed throughout.
PRICES START FROM £4,545 PP incl. flights, uk airport lounge access, private
transfers, 14 nights b&b accommodation, 2 nights full-board houseboat cruise & extensive
private touring throughout. For a full itinerary and all inclusions, visit wexas.com/165730.

EXCLUSIVE
OFFER

Free Singapore stopover

Book by 15 Sep

For a limited time only, we’re offering a complimentary
layover in Singapore on all of our tailor-made trips to
Australia and New Zealand. The exclusive offer includes
private transfers to and from the airport as well as
overnight accommodation in one of the city’s finest fourstar properties – the Grand Copthorne Waterfront. Its
floor-to-ceiling windows and rooftop pool look right over
the central Singapore River. What’s more, if you book 14
nights away, you’ll receive an extra night in Singapore,
again completely free of charge.

wexas.com . 020 7838 5894
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INTRODUC TION | BO OK NOW FOR 2020

BOOK
NOW FOR
2020
For most destinations it pays to plan well in
advance, but there are some where it’s absolutely
essential. Consider the following few pages your
guide. So, if anything catches your attention, it’s
time to get thinking.
For many, it’s a question of availability. For
instance, the best accommodation in New
Zealand (where we’ve got a complimentary
Singapore stopover) comes in the form of small,
luxury lodges and B&Bs. These are, by their very
nature, boutique, and sell out well in advance.
Then, in Botswana, the national parks are so
committed to sustainable, manageable tourism,
that it’s rare to see a lodge with more than a
dozen rooms.
There are also places that really depend on the
seasons. In East Africa, the chance to watch the
Great Migration at its height is a true highlight
of world travel, while Thailand’s elephant
rainforests are, well, that bit more magical
without the rain.
Elsewhere, it’s simply that the country is enjoying
its time in the spotlight. Costa Rica’s blend
of beach and natural wonders is proving very
popular, while Japan’s great sporting events
have brought the Land of the Rising Sun into
sharper focus than ever. Now really is the time
to book to secure the best rates and availability.

wexas.com . 020 7838 5894
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B O O K N O W F O R 2 0 2 0 | L AT I N A M E R I C A

The Luxury Lodges of South America
Having lived in northern Peru
for two years, Wexas South
America specialist Rachel Mostyn
outlines why she recommends the
continent’s explora properties.

Explora was the very first to pioneer the luxury
lodge concept in South America, offering ultracontemporary and eco-conscious indulgence among
some of the continent’s most spectacular scenery. From
Patagonia’s wild remotes to mysterious Easter Island,
it’s a fully inclusive concept of fine dining, superlative
drinks and unique activities. Expect to pair hikes to
Incan ruins with South American vintages and the very
best in asado barbecues. Over these two pages, I’ve
picked out some of my favourites. You’ll need to book
early, though, as they’re certain to sell out fast.

CHILE
SAVE UP TO

£240 PP
Book by 30 Sep 19

explora Rapa Nui

As Easter Island’s finest property, the explora Rapa
Nui is a lesson in sweeping curves and gorgeous
panoramas, with Jacuzzis, elegant rooms and massage
areas looking out over rolling greenery. And, on
everything from guided hikes and boat rides, you’ll
explore among volcanoes and lava fields, pausing at
those enigmatic stone moai. There’s even the option to
snorkel and scuba to uncover the island’s sunken statues.

explora Atacama

Set among pampas grass and 20 indigenous parcels,
the explora Atacama is a touch of luxury among the
otherworldly landscapes of the Chilean desert. Here,
you’ll return to hot tubs and natural geothermal springs
from horse rides over red plains, hikes to remote geysers
and bike rides among archaeological digs. There are
even high-mountain ascents and some of the world’s
finest stargazing, showcased at the hotel’s observatory.

explora Patagonia

Like its cousin on Easter Island, the explora
Patagonia is, simply, the region’s best accommodation.
It looks right out over the mighty snow-capped peaks
of the UNESCO-listed Torres del Paine, taking in
mighty glaciers on boat cruises, unique wildlife on
lagoon walks and the iconic towers on horse rides.
You’ll also soothe any sightseeing aches in its
superb spa.

a 12-day tailor-made journey to explora rapa nui & explora atacama starts from £4,995 pp
Incl. flights, uk airport lounge access, private transfers, 3 nights b&b accommodation in Santiago & 6 nights explora accommodation incl. all
meals, alcoholic drinks and excursions. For a full itinerary, visit wexas.com/158342. An extension to explora Patagonia is available.
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FREE

Machu Picchu
Excursion
& STAY 5 NIGHTS,
PAY FOR 4
Book by 31 Oct 19

PERU
explora Valle Sagrado

Peru’s Sacred Valley is a treasure
trove, capped by Machu Picchu at
one end and Cusco’s Incan heritage
and colonial charm at the other. In
between, you’ll find everything from
pre-Columbian forts to colourful
local markets and alpaca-dotted
terraces. And, sitting pride of
place is the explora Valle Sagrado,
tucked away on an ancient corn
plantation that’s littered with Incan
archaeology.
Indeed, even though the main lodge
is all blonde timber and clean lines,

the spa and swimming pool are
housed in a 17 th-century colonial
building that once belonged to a
Peruvian independence hero. The
included excursions also take in the
likes of forgotten Incan citadels,
lunar-like salt pans and lesservisited farming communities.
Naturally, a visit to Machu Picchu
will also be most people’s focus.
Whatever you choose, you’ll
return each day to gourmet dining
overseen by Virgilio Martinez. Star
of Netflix’s Chef’s Table and owner
of Forbes’ sixth-best restaurant
in the world, he’s one of South
America’s finest chefs.

ESSENTIAL PERU
Machu Picchu & the
Sacred Valley
8-DAY TAILOR-MADE JOURNEY

I’ve put together this superbvalue itinerary for those who
want to see Peru’s highlights
in just one action-packed
week. It all begins with Lima’s
thousand-year-old adobe
pyramids and capital-city
buzz, enjoying an included
private tour of its Spanishcolonial charm. A flight hop
and scenic transfer will then
see you down to the Sacred
Valley, your private tour
showcasing the region’s
Incan fortresses. Journeys
on the Vistadome Train into
the Andes will then bookend
your private tour of Machu
Picchu before you finish with
Cusco. Here, your expert
guide will bring you between
its unique mix of Spanish and
Incan architecture. In short,
this is the perfect introduction
to Peru, knitted together by
private transfers, tours and
nights in luxury hotels.
prices start from
£2,595 pp or £3,340 pp if
staying at explora valle
sagrado incl. flights, uk airport

explora at the 2019 World Travel Awards
•
•
•

Chile’s Leading Resort: explora Patagonia
Chile’s Leading Boutique Hotel: explora Atacama
Peru’s Leading Boutique Hotel: explora Valle Sagrado

lounge access, private transfers,
6 nights accommodation, selected
meals, return Vistadome train
& private touring. Explora Valle
Sagrado includes all meals and a full
programme of excursions. For a full
itinerary, visit wexas.com/157426.

wexas.com . 020 7838 5894
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B O O K N O W F O R 2 0 2 0 | L AT I N A M E R I C A

THE HIGHLIGHTS OF ARGENTINA
Argentina has it all – culture, natural beauty and fantastic cities. To help you get
your bearings, I’ve picked out the essential highlights below, which all feature in my
chosen itinerary. For the ultimate trip, mix in some wine tasting in Mendoza.

Wexas Latin America specialist
Patrick Griffin examines
the competing delights of
two South American gems –
Argentina and Costa Rica.
Buenos Aires
For me, Buenos Aires is a city
to be savoured. It’s a slice of
European grandeur picked up
and transplanted into Latin
America, combining grand
Italianate palaces with sultry
rhythms. Yes, a stroll around
its grand plazas and antique
markets will remind you of Paris
or Rome, but look closer and you’ll
uncover impossibly colourful
neighbourhoods, tango dancehalls
and some of the world’s finest
steakhouses.

Patagonia
Mighty glaciers, snow-capped
peaks and endlessly barren
spaces – Patagonia is a wilderness
land of enormous beauty at the
continent’s southern tip. It’s a
playground for everything from
ranging hikes and horse rides to
winding river cruises. I’d especially
recommend focusing on the
Parque Nacional los Glaciares,
where it’s possible to sail right up
to the city-sized Perito Moreno
Glacier, watching as icebergs as big
as a house calve off its face.
10
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SAVE UP TO

£155 PP
Book by 30 Sep 19

Iguazú Falls
Argentina’s other great natural
wonder, Iguazú, comprises the
largest waterfall system in the
world. I visited in June and was
all but blown away by the sheer
power of it all; it’s definitely worth
both getting up close on the
Argentinian side as well as enjoying
the panoramic overlooks from the
Brazilian side. Indeed, the latter
even features my favourite
accommodation – the Belmond
Hotel das Cataratas. This colonial
jewel offers views of the falls
themselves from its gorgeous,
landscaped grounds.

An estancia
There’s perhaps nothing more
evocative of a gaucho cowboy
fantasy than a stay on an estancia
ranch. Days are spent exploring
the pampas grasslands on horse
rides, hikes and fishing trips before
returning to asado barbecues washed
down with fine Argentinian reds. My
recommendation, the Estancia La
Bamba de Areco, even has personal
seal of approval of Wexas’s Managing
Director – high praise, indeed.
A 13-DAY HIGHLIGHTS OF ARGENTINA
TOUR STARTS FROM £4,360 PP
Incl. flights, uk airport lounge access,
private transfers, 10 nights accommodation
on a mix of b&b & full board basis, & private
tours throughout. For a full itinerary and all
inclusions, visit wexas.com/101499.

L AT I N A M E R I C A | B O O K N O W F O R 2 0 2 0

LUXURY
COSTA RICA

Lapa Rios Ecolodge, Osa Peninsula
Rated the top hotel in Central
America by Condé Nast Traveller
Traveller,
the Lapa Rios Ecolodge is set
on the remote, southernly Osa
Peninsula. It’s positioned 350 feet
above the Pacific and surrounded
by tropical rainforest, featuring
just 16 luxe bungalows, a fantastic
infinity pool and superb fullboard dining. You’ll spend your
time on everything from surfing
and horseback rides to rainforest
hikes, looking out for squirrel
monkeys and wild cats. Don’t worry,
there’s also plenty of time for some
golden-sands relaxation.

SAVE UP TO

£185 PP
Book by 30 Sep 19

With its glorious beaches, Costa Rica seems custom-built for luxurious indulgence.
However, you barely have to look closer to discover a rich natural world that cloaks
some of the world’s fi nest wildlife experiences. To celebrate this unique symbiosis, I’ve
picked out the following collection of Costa Rica’s fi nest boutique eco-properties, and
an itinerary which includes stays at them all. Each one meet the stringent standards
of Costa Rica’s highly praised Certification of Sustainable Tourism (CST) programme.

El Silencio Lodge, Bajos del Toro
El Silencio, as its name suggests,
is surrounded by serene quiet,
provided by the most diverse
and accessible cloud forest in
Central America. Positioned
right in the country’s heartlands,
guided hikes here bring you among
thick jungles to discover secret
waterfalls and mighty volcanoes.
It’s all animated by the likes of
toucans and mountain squirrels.
You’ll then return each day to
canopied suites, indulgent fullboard dining and spectacular
floor-to-ceiling views over the
surrounding verdure.

Lagarta Lodge, Nicoya Peninsula
Home to some of Costa Rica’s best
beaches, the Nicoya Peninsula
– in the country’s far northwest
– is the perfect conclusion to any
trip. To best experience its unique
blend of sun-kissed relaxation
and wildlife-filled rainforest,
I particularly recommend a stay
at Lagarta Lodge. Year round,
literally thousands of turtles
nest on its nearby beach every
single month, with regular six-day
periods where 500,000 hatchlings
are born. That’s alongside the
region’s spider monkeys, jaguars
and colourful parrots.

A 12-DAY LUXURY COSTA RICA TOUR STARTS FROM £3,495 PP
Incl. flights, uk airport lounge access, private transfers, 5 nights b&b accommodation, 5 nights
full-board accommodation & guided tours throughout. For a full itinerary, visit wexas.com/101503.

wexas.com . 020 7838 5894
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BO OK NOW FOR 2020 | S O UTHERN AFRIC A

SAFARI • CITY • NATURAL WONDERS

Southern Africa’s greatest trio

FREE NIGHT IN

CAPE TOWN &
DINNER VOUCHER –
SAVE UP TO £385 PP

CAPE TOWN, KRUGER
& VICTORIA FALLS

Book by 30 Sep 19

11-DAY TAILOR-MADE JOURNEY

It all begins with three nights in Cape Town. Here, included private tours will
see you take in everything from Table Mountain and the idyllic Kirstenbosch
Botanical Gardens to the Cape Point Lighthouse and the penguins of
Boulders Beach. Throughout, you’ll stay at the luxurious Queen Victoria
Hotel, where elegant rooms, a cocktail bar and superb spa are set to
gorgeous views of either the V&A Waterfront or Table Mountain.

Wexas Africa specialist
Debbie Mayger gives
us three of Southern
Africa’s best.
From wildlife to wilder
landscapes, Southern Africa
has no shortage of attractions.
However, there are three that
stand out the most, wrapping
the region’s myriad charms in
a perfect nutshell – Cape Town,
Greater Kruger National Park
and Victoria Falls. Together,
they represent Southern
Africa’s greatest city and
natural wonder, alongside its
best Big-Five safari. Inspired?
Take a look at our itinerary to
the right, and remember that
you’ll have to book soon, not
only to take advantage of the
free-night offer but to secure
that much-sought-after Kruger
accommodation.

12
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A flight hop, bookended by included transfers, will then see you to Timbavati
Private Game Reserve in the Greater Kruger National Park. Here, your
twice-daily game drives will showcase the likes of armoured rhino, prides of
lions and herds of elephant, before returning each day to the chic Motswari
Game Lodge. Staying in a luxury bungalow, your all-inclusive indulgences
range from high tea and fine South African wines to multi-course fine dining.
You’ll then finish with a short flight and pair of private transfers, bringing you
to Zimbabwe and your grand, Edwardian-style hotel overlooking Victoria
Falls. Here, you’ll take in the world’s largest waterfall with a private tour, a
two-course lunch and a sundowner cocktail cruise. You might even splash
out on a helicopter flight. It’s the perfect end to a once-in-a-lifetime trip.
PRICES START FROM £3,755 PP incl. flights, uk airport lounge access, private
transfers, 5 nights b&b accommodation, private touring, Victoria Falls sundowner cruise &
3 nights full-board safari lodge incl. house wines & twice-daily game drives. For a full itinerary
and all inclusions, visit wexas.com/152985.

E A ST AFRIC A | BO OK NOW FOR 2020

East
Africa

East Africa offers superb wildlife viewing year-round, but it’s the Great
Migration that arguably steals the show. Not only do over two million
wildebeest, zebras and gazelles set off in search of greener pastures, but
stalking predators follow in their wake, from lions to cheetahs. It all takes
place between Tanzania’s Serengeti and Kenya’s Masai Mara, with each
coming into its own at different times. To inspire, we’ve picked out two
itineraries, which can be booked to coincide with the migration at different
points, but can also be enjoyed throughout the year. What’s more, they both
feature all-inclusive stays at the very best boutique camps, a full spread of
safari activities and connecting flights in a luxury, nine-seater aircraft.

SAVE UP TO

£280 PP

OCT
TO
JUL

JUL
TO
NOV

Book by 30 Sep 19

TANZANIA SKYSAFARI
BY ELEWANA

KENYA SKYSAFARI
BY ELEWANA

10-DAY TAILOR-MADE FLY-SAFARI

10-DAY TAILOR-MADE FLY-SAFARI

On this unique itinerary, luxury scenic flights will
see you between northern Tanzania’s nationalpark greats, with the chance to experience the
Serengeti’s wildebeest migration (October to July),
alongside Ngorongoro Crater’s natural beauty and
Tarangire’s quieter charms. It’s all knitted together
by private transfers and all-inclusive luxury
stays, including in plantation homes and baobab
treehouses. And, while you’ll spot the Big Five on
game drives included throughout, you’ll also enjoy
everything from guided visits to coffee plantations
and Maasai villages to bush sundowners, night
drives and game walks. You might also consider a
beach extension, with the Kilindi Zanzibar offering
the perfect Indian Ocean escape.

Showcase the very best of Kenya’s national parks,
again with scenic flights, luxury lodge stays and
expert-led safaris. While this itinerary is ideal for
taking in the great migration in the Masai Mara (July
to November), you’ll also have the chance to see
rhinos in Meru National Park and the elephants of
Amboseli, collected in giant herds in the shadow of
Mt. Kilimanjaro. Staying in luxury tented camps and
thatched cottages, classic game drives are joined
by ranger-led walks and night safaris, alongside
the likes of bush picnics and sundowners. Indeed,
the all-inclusive drinks and dining are a highlight
throughout. To end your trip in style, speak to our
specialists about a stay at the AfroChic Diani,
ideally poised on Kenya’s idyllic Mombasa coast.

PRICES START FROM £6,395 PP incl. flights,
uk airport lounge access, transfers, 7 nights all-inclusive
accommodation & all touring incl. twice-daily game drives. For
a full itinerary, visit wexas.com/166079.

PRICES START FROM £4,870 PP incl. flights, uk
airport lounge access, transfers, 1 night b&b accommodation,
6 nights all-inclusive accommodation & all touring incl. twicedaily game drives. For a full itinerary, visit wexas.com/103293.

wexas.com . 020 7838 5894
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B O O K N OW FO R 2020 | B OT S WA N A

BOTSWANA

BOTSWANA WITH DESERT
& DELTA SAFARIS
9-DAY TAILOR-MADE JOURNEY

Wexas Africa specialist
Krishna Ghosh picks out the
ideal introductory Botswana
itinerary and explains why it’s
crucial to plan ahead.
Looking for a safari experience with a difference?
Botswana’s waterway maze offers an entirely different
way to appreciate the Big Five, with canoe trips and boat
rides winding you through impossibly verdant deltas to
come face to face with stalking lions and giant herds of
elephants. But, take it from me, it’s important to book
well in advance. No country in mainland Africa can match
Botswana’s exclusivity, meaning that its intimate safari
lodges fill up quickly for the crucial May-to-September
dry season. To inspire, here’s my favourite itinerary:

SAVE UP TO

£265 PP
Book by 30 Sep 19

Simply, this is the best of Botswana, linked by included
charter-flight hops, unique safaris and all-inclusive
stays in boutique lodges. You’ll begin in the worldfamous Okavango Delta, where you’ll explore its
twisting lagoons on mokoro dugout canoes, motorboat
rides and nature hikes, spotting everything from
hippos and elephants to colourful frogs and birdlife.
It’s then on to Savute Safari Lodge, overlooking the
Savute Channel – home to the second-largest zebra
migration in the world. As a result, it’s considered one
of the best places in Botswana for leopard and lion
sightings, showcased on 4wd safaris. There are even
San rock paintings to discover. You’ll then finish with
a stay in the only lodge in Chobe National Park. It’s
the chance for a head-start on the other tourists, your
boat rides and game drives bringing you away from the
crowds in search of the Big Five and the world’s largest
concentration of elephants.
While the spa treatments and riverside decks of
your Chobe lodge offer the chance for some end-oftrip resort relaxation, the other two properties are
decidedly more intimate, with thatched chalets stilted
over gorgeous waterways. However, wherever you are,
you can expect fully inclusive drinks, superb full-board
dining and wildlife-animated watering holes. There’s
also a laudable focus on sustainability and local
communities. Plastics are banned and female guides
pilot near-silent, solar-powered boats. In short, this
unique itinerary ticks all the boxes.
PRICES START FROM £4,075 PP incl. flights, transfers,
6 nights full-board accommodation, local spirits & wines, game
drives, mokoro rides, boat trips & national-park fees. For a full
itinerary, visit wexas.com/104185.
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THAIL AND | BO OK NOW FOR 2020

BANGKOK,
THE RIVER KWAI &
ELEPHANT HILLS
14-DAY TAILOR-MADE JOURNEY

Elephant
Hills
As Thailand’s original luxury
tented camp, Elephant Hills has
a long history of leading the way.
Indeed, it’s hailed as one of the
finest elephant conservation
experiences the world over,
having won recognition by everyone
from National Geographic to
Rough Guides and the Thailand
Green Excellence Awards. You
won’t find chains or elephant
rides here. Instead, guests feed
and wash the elephants, enjoying
authentic interaction with Asia’s
largest land animal.

It’s all set in the remotes of Khao
Sok National Park, which forms
southern Thailand’s largest stretch
of primary rainforest. Riven by
winding waterways, you’ll be able
to explore on the likes of jungle
walks, canoe paddles and leisurely
junk cruises, spotting everything
from flying lemurs and monitor
lizards to colourful great hornbills
and dusky langurs. There’s also
plenty of local culture, showcased
in dance performances and cooking
demonstrations.
The accommodation is equally
exciting, coming in the form of luxury
en-suite tents, complete with timber
floors and handcrafted furnishings.
For something extra special, there’s
the option of staying at a floating
camp, where tents are set right
on the emerald-green waters of
Cheow Larn Lake. Wherever you
are, it’s a fully inclusive affair, with
all activities, transfers and dining
included. To inspire, we’ve put
together the itinerary to the right.

This unique itinerary is a full
appreciation of Thailand’s
myriad facets. Indeed,
alongside all of Elephant
Hills’ delights mentioned
opposite, you’ll enjoy some
white-sand island relaxation
and a stay among bustling
Bangkok’s golden temples in
one of its finest hotels. You’ll
even be treated to a threenight, full-board cruise along
the River Kwai, sailing past
waterfalls and gorges to take
in remote villages and cave
temples. It’s all wrapped up
by private transfers included
throughout.
PRICES START FROM
£2,505 PP incl. flights,
uk airport lounge access,
private transfers, 5 nights b&b
accommodation, 3 nights River
Kwai cruise incl. all meals &
activities, & 3 nights at Elephant
Hills incl. all meals & activities.
For a full itinerary and all inclusions,
visit wexas.com/102442.

wexas.com . 020 7838 5894
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That’s something I found
abundantly clear on my recent trip.
I met with a geisha in Kyoto, learnt
the ritual tradition behind a tea
ceremony, found out about samurai
culture in centuries-old castles, and
donned a kimono in a ryokan – a
historic inn complete with tatami
mats and hot-spring onsen baths.
Less appealing were the Owakudani
eggs, blackened from being boiled
in sulphurous volcanic waters.

Japan

A year in the spotlight

From sporting events to boutique
accommodation, Wexas Far
East specialist Eleanor Kania
examines why it’s crucial to book
now for travel to Japan in 2020.

16
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With the Rugby World Cup in
September and the Tokyo Olympics
next year, Japan is more in the
public eye than ever. Visitor
numbers have more than doubled
since 2014 and British Airways have
put on a new route to Osaka. That’s
not to say, however, that the nation
has given itself over to tourism.
A country that imposed over two
centuries of self-isolation knows
a thing or two about preserving
homegrown culture.

Yet, when we talk of Japan, we
love bringing up its futurism – the
neon bars and the bullet trains,
whose average delay is as low as 24
seconds. It’s amazing to see both
sides. In Tokyo, for example, one
moment I’d find myself marvelling
at a thousand-year-old temple and
the next dining at a robot café,
complete with lasers and metal
dragons. Even behind the glassand-steel skyscrapers of Shibuya,
home to the world’s busiest
crossing, you’ll find a huddle of
ramshackle bars. With each hosting
only around half-a-dozen patrons,
they’re counter-service only and
hark right back to old Tokyo.
To guide you in the right direction,
the itineraries I’ve picked out on
the opposite page are designed to
showcase all of Japan’s contrasting
highlights. And, although there’s
one for those short on time and one
for those looking for something
more comprehensive, you can
expect the best in bullet trains,
ryokan accommodation and private
guides in each.
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SAVE UP TO

SAVE UP TO

£245 PP

£245 PP

Book by 15 Sep 19

Book by 15 Sep 19

BEST FOR INTRODUCTIONS

BEST FOR IN-DEPTH

Essential Japan

Cultural Highlights of Japan

11-DAY TAILOR-MADE R AIL JO URNE Y

17-DAY TAILOR-MADE RAIL JOURNEY

Although this curated rail itinerary focuses
on Tokyo’s neon, Kyoto’s UNESCO-listed
world wonders and Hakone’s ryokan-inn
traditions, you’ll enjoy the use of included
transport passes to explore in further detail.
Indeed, there’s plenty of time to take in
Nara’s great Todaiji Temple – the world’s
largest structure – and the bowing deer of its
famous gardens. Further options include the
temples of Mt. Takao, the 12 th-century capital
of Kamakura and Nikko’s UNESCO-listed
shrine, surrounded by waterfalls and their
indigenous monkeys.
However, it’s also important to get some local
insight. That’s why in both Tokyo and Kyoto
I’ve included a full day of tailor-made private
tours. You’ll meet with your expert guide,
who’ll put together an itinerary based on your
interests, whether they’re the capital’s Shintoshrine parks and hole-in-the-wall ramen joints
or Kyoto’s imperial palaces and golden temples.
In between, you’ll also stay in a ryokan inn
in national-park Hakone, enjoying onsen soaks
and included kaiseki multi-course feasts.
With an included transport Freepass, everything
from mountain railways to boat rides and
cable cars will showcase the region’s historic
hamlets, shimmering waters and forested
shrines. I have particularly fond memories
of the art gallery and seeing Mt. Fuji from
Lake Ashi.
PRICES START FROM £2,635 PP incl. flights,
uk airport lounge access, private airport transfer, 8 nights
accommodation on a mix of b&b and half-board basis,
transport passes & private guide in Tokyo and Kyoto. For a full
itinerary and all inclusions, visit wexas.com/142654.

Alongside the same focus on Tokyo and Kyoto as
our ‘essential’ route, this comprehensive itinerary
also takes in some of Japan’s lesser-known jewels.
Throughout, you’ll be treated to private tailor-made
tours, a bullet-train rail pass and stays in luxury
hotels and ryokan inns, enjoying the same included
spread of hot-spring dips and traditional dining.
Coastal train rides will also see you between
Matsue and Hagi, a pair of 17th-century castle
towns where tiered fortresses look down on
samurai residences and merchant houses. It’s said
that you can still navigate the latter by its Edoperiod maps. Then, in Hiroshima, you’ll see how
it’s turned over a new leaf in its teahouse-dotted
gardens yet remembers its tragic past in the
superb Hiroshima Peace Memorial Museum.
We’ve also included a private tour of Miyajima,
the famous island where shrines and temples
appear to float on glittering waters. I’d definitely
recommend extending to spend the night here to
really absorb its tranquillity. Then, before ending
with Osaka’s double-moated castle, you’ll pause in
Kurashiki, whose canals are lined with 18th-century
storehouses presented in iconic black and white –
one of which will be your ryokan home.
This really is the chance to get right to the heart of
Japan. Indeed, alongside private tours in Tokyo,
Kyoto, Hiroshima and Miyajima, you’ll be treated to
a tea-ceremony experience and a trip up the Tokyo
Skytree.
PRICES START FROM £5,305 PP incl. flights,
uk airport lounge access, private transfers, 14-day rail pass,
14 nights accommodation on a mix of b&b and half-board
basis & private excursions throughout. For a full itinerary
and all inclusions, visit wexas.com/142661.
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THE ULTIMATE

New Zealand road trip
Having lived in Christchurch
and visited the country “halfa-dozen times or so”, Wexas
specialist Gary Stevens gives
his expert insight into the ultimate
New Zealand road trip.
Although I’ve lived in New Zealand,
there’s something that keeps me
coming back. I’ve travelled the length
of it at least twice, and, after getting
married, had to bring my wife to
show her what all the fuss is about.
For me, few other places have its
combination of spectacular natural
scenery, fine gastronomy and unique,
easy-going culture.
That’s why I always recommend a
full trip between both the North and
South islands, enjoying the quiet,
ridiculously scenic roads that knit it
all together. Over these two pages,
I’ve put together the definitive
route, taking in the country’s myriad
highlights.
Starting in Auckland, New Zealand’s
largest city welcomes with a
gorgeous harbour setting and a
series of superb museums. It’s also
well worth exploring its surroundings,
with nearby islands and rainforests
hiding superb vineyards and Maori
carvings respectively. From here,
your first drive should see you
sweeping south along the coast to
the Coromandel Peninsula. It’s a
vision of golden sands and interior
mountains, with scenic roads
bringing you along cragged cliffs
to bush-clad hikes and Hot Water
Beach. Here, you can dig your own
spa pool in the sands.
Then, head inland to Rotorua,
skirting through the dense Kaimai
Mamaku Forest Park. However,
it’s the region’s volcanic wonders
that impress most, from explosive
18
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geysers and steaming hot springs
to bubbling mud pools and brightorange mineral lakes. The region
is also steeped in tribal Maori
mythology, showcased in traditional
villages and hangi feasts.
It all levels out on your drive onto
Napier, with volcanic features
swapped for rolling vineyards and the
town’s Art-Deco charm. After tasting
your way through a few winery
favourites, you’ll finish in the North
Island with Wellington. Despite its
capital status, I’ve always found that
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FREE
SINGAPORE
STOPOVER

SAVE UP TO

£175 PP
Book by 15 Sep 19

this prett y little port, surrounded by
lush hills, is blessed with a certain
small-town harbour charm.
You’ll then discover that the interisland ferry is so much more than
a simple transfer, as it weaves
through the green-dappled islands
of the Cook Strait. Arriving on the
South Island to yet more gorgeous
scenery, the drive on to Nelson is
characterised by dappled vineyards.
It’s the perfect jumping off point for
forays into the Abel Tasman National
Park, where interior jungles are
explored on short hikes and quiet
cove beaches taken in with swims
and kayak paddles.
You’ll then be treated to one of New
Zealand’s greatest drives. Heading
along the South Island’s western
side, the gently undulating road sees
you between coastal forests and
jagged bays to Franz Josef. While, for
me, heli-hiking on its great expanse
is a genuine highlight of world travel,
simply admiring this glacier giant
is a treat – as is the surrounding
rainforest, dotted with hot springs.
The next leg is just as impressive,
demonstrating just why many
prefer driving in the South Island.
You’ll continue down the wild
coast before heading inland, with
the snow-capped drama of Haast
Pass seeing you on past rivers and
lakeside villages to Queenstown.
New Zealand’s adventure capital
has a special place in my heart for
its mountain hikes, skydiving fun
and vineyard tastings in gold-rush
towns. Of course, the world’s first

bungee jump is a personal favourite.
Alternatively, a scenic drive along
valley floors and glittering lakes will
see you to that great natural wonder
– Milford Sound. Here, waterfalls
tumble down gneiss cliffs into waters
animated by dolphins.
Returning north, you’ll then leave
the Southern Alps behind to arrive at
Lake Tekapo. Although the foothill
hiking here is excellent, my top tip
is to soak up the views of Mt. Cook
from one of the hot springs. It’s
New Zealand’s highest mountain.
A winding route through farmers’
pastures will then bring you to
Christchurch. As the country’s most
English city, I was happy to call it

home for almost two years. Its idyllic
parks and neo-Gothic architecture
are the perfect finale, best toasted
with dinner at one of its farm-totable restaurants.
I hope I’ve managed to give a good
sense of what an islands-spanning
New Zealand road trip can look like.
With the country’s typically boutique
accommodation, my only final piece
of advice would be to book early for
their summer – our winter. You won’t
regret it!
GARY’S 19-DAY TAILOR-MADE SELFDRIVE STARTS FROM £3,075 PP incl.
flights, uk airport lounge access, private
transfers, 15 nights accommodation, 14 days
car hire & inter-island ferry. For a full itinerary,
visit wexas.com/103678.

SAVE UP TO

£205 PP
Book by 15 Sep 19

NEW ZEALAND BY MOTORHOME
20-DAY MOTORHOME SELF-DRIVE

As an alternative to Gary’s road trip, hiring a motorhome offers the
flexibility to explore at your own pace.
PRICES START FROM £2,720 PP incl. flights, uk airport lounge access,
private transfers, 4 nights b&b accommodation, 12 days Maui Ultima-Elite motorhome
hire & inter-island ferry. For more details, visit wexas.com/103109.

wexas.com . 020 7838 5894
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RECEIVE PERKS
WORTH UP TO

£300 PP
Book by 31 Aug 19

ROCKY MOUNTAINEER

Into the wilds on
Rocky Mountaineer
Wexas specialist Emma Sanger-Horwell reports
back from the rails.

It was an early April morning in
Vancouver when I boarded North
America’s most luxurious train –
something I’d been looking forward
to for a long time. Returning
colleagues had waxed lyrical about
the mountain scenery, the dining
and, yes, the free-flowing drinks.
However, as we wound along
the coast, plunged into the lush
greenery of the Fraser Valley
and mapped the dramatic river
canyons of the Cascade Mountains,

something else caught my eye
– the wildlife. As April marks the
end of hibernation, I was lucky
enough to spot a fantastic number
of bears, alongside the likes of
moose and grey wolves. Canadian
hospitality is no myth; the staff
were always on hand to point out
any animal sightings, with the train
conveniently slowing down to take
it all in.
That’s not to say that the scenery
was any less impressive. My twoday route between Vancouver and
Banff, overnighting in Kamloops,
saw us kiss glittering lakes, map
rushing rivers and traverse high
mountain passes. Of course, it’s all
watched over by the majestic peaks
of the Rockies.
I was also lucky enough to
experience both the domed
SilverLeaf and the double-level
GoldLeaf carriages. Although
the panoramic windows, gourmet
meals and complimentary alcoholic
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ROCKIES &
VANCOUVER
ISLAND CIRCLE
11-DAY LUXURY RAIL JOURNEY

This is a full loop of the
Rockies, adding in a return
leg to Emma’s journey.
Travelling on different tracks,
you’ll be treated to yet more
majestic scenery, from
mighty glaciers to pyramid
waterfalls. You’ll also take in
the world city of Vancouver,
the Victorian charm of
Vancouver Island’s forested
archipelago and the best
of the Rocky Mountains.
Between stays among
Lake Louise’s otherworldly
turquoise and the alpine
chic of mountain-framed
Banff and Jasper, you’ll even
step right onto the mighty
Athabasca Glacier.
PRICES START FROM
£4,395 PP incl. flights, uk
airport lounge access, transfers,
9 nights accommodation, select
excursions & 4 days onboard Rocky
Mountaineer with all meals, drinks &
snacks on board. For a full itinerary,
visit wexas.com/165931.

beverages of the former are a
delight, I’d highly recommend
upgrading. With the restaurant
below and the main seating on top,
your raised vantage point allows
you to look out over the treeline
for the best views. There’s even an
exclusive outdoor viewing platform.
Whatever you choose, the journey is
magnificent.
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CANADA’S LUXURY LODGES
Great timber designs, privileged remotes and world-class
wildlife experiences: the luxury lodge concept has truly
arrived in Canada. Over this page, Wexas North America
specialist Rachel Mostyn picks out three of the finest.

Best for coastal wildlife: The Wickaninnish Inn
This is one of the few places in the world that you can spot bears
from the sea. Then, when you’ve returned from the likes of kayaking
and whale-watching cruises, you’ll be treated to spa treatments and
seven-course seasonal tasting menus, focused on local VancouverIsland seafood that comes wine-paired to perfection. This is Relais
floor-to-ceiling ocean views.
prices start from £1,975 pp incl. flights, uk airport lounge access, private
transfers, 6 nights b&b accommodation & bear- and whale-watching excursions. For a full
itinerary, visit wexas.com/152576.

Best for remote bear watching: Knight Inlet Lodge
Tucked away on a far-flung sound on the cragged British Columbia
coast, this unique floating lodge is reached only by boat or included
floatplane transfers. And, it’s sited near multiple salmon runs,
making it one of the world’s best places to spot grizzlies, with bear,
eagle and dolphin-watching excursions all included. The full-board
dining, washed down with included wines, focuses on the likes of
local seafood delicacies, harvested from the very glacier-fed waters
that the lodge sits on.
prices start from £3,255 pp incl. flights, uk airport lounge access, floatplane
transfers, 3 nights b&b accommodation & 2 nights Knight Inlet Lodge incl. full-board
dining, wine with dinner & all excursions. For a full itinerary, visit wexas.com/152528.

Best all-rounder: Farewell Harbour Lodge
From whales and sea lions to eagles and bears, this beautifully
stilted property has it all on its doorstep. Positioned on a forested
island just off the British Columbia Coast, you’ll explore it all with
an inclusive spread of cruises, sea kayaking and guided walks.
Then, each day you’ll return to expert lectures and full-board dining,
with canapés and gourmet dinners served by the fire and washed
down with complimentary wines.
prices start from £3,685 pp incl. flights, uk airport lounge access, transfers,
3 nights b&b accommodation, 3 nights Farewell Harbour incl. full-board meals, wine with
dinner & all excursions. For a full itinerary, visit wexas.com/152119.

wexas.com . 020 7838 5894
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Best of Belmond in Europe
Best for timeless elegance

Belmond Reid’s Palace

EARLY BOOKING
DISCOUNT
SAVE UP TO

£120 PP
Book by 31 Oct 19

MADEIRA
This century-old grand dame is perched high on a
clifftop above the Atlantic, with gorgeous views taken in
from cocktail bars, expansive pools and the balconies
of its marbled rooms. It’s well worth upgrading for a
sea view, and I especially loved finding my own private
nook in the sea-level terrace. Be sure to cap it all
off with a spa treatment, set of tennis or afternoon
tea. In short, this is the chance to step back to the
indulgences of a bygone era.
a six-day break starts from £880 pp incl. flights,

uk airport lounge access, transfers & 5 nights b&b accommodation.
For more information, visit wexas.com/100716.

Belmond Villa San Michele
FLORENCE

EARLY BOOKING
DISCOUNT

Poised on a hill overlooking Florence, this historic
monastery invites in all the city’s Renaissance charm. Its
façade is attributed to Michelangelo, there are frescoes
of the Last Supper, and the Montececeri Park, just above
the hotel, once hosted da Vinci’s test flights. In among it
all, there’s everything from cloister rooms, with bathrooms
dressed in Carrara marble, to a superb restaurant and a
pool with panoramic views over the Arno Valley. And, the
delights of Florence are just a complimentary shuttle away.

SAVE UP TO

Best for culture

£170 PP
Book by 30 Sep 19

a four-day break starts from £1,295 pp incl.
flights, uk airport lounge access, private transfers & 3 nights b&b
accommodation. For more information, visit wexas.com/153886.

Belmond La Residencia

Best for relaxation
EARLY BOOKING
DISCOUNT

MALLORCA

SAVE UP TO

Tucked away among the Tramuntana Mountains, this pair
of manor houses dates to the 16th century, each bedecked
in local artworks, antiques and, in many cases, fourposter beds. It’s home to everything from tennis courts
and a cocktail terrace to an award-winning spa and
one of Mallorca’s finest restaurants. However, with two
resident artists, the painting and sculpting lessons are
a particular favourite. The surrounding olive groves and
complimentary boat rides are special inspiration.

£155 PP
Book by 30 Sep 19

a six-day break starts from £1,095 pp incl. flights,

uk airport lounge access, transfers & 5 nights b&b accommodation.
For more information, visit wexas.com/101727.
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From millennium-old castles to a monastery with a façade attributed to Michelangelo himself,
Belmond offers some of the world’s most iconic hotels. Painters are employed full time to touch
up whitewash, complimentary luxury boat launches explore Venetian canals and former guests
include the likes of Elizabeth Taylor and Humphrey Bogart. With so much to choose from,
Wexas specialist Saija Kokkonen picks out her favourites in Europe.

Belmond Hotel Cipriani

Best for glamour
EARLY BOOKING
DISCOUNT

VENICE

SAVE UP TO

First built by the man behind Venice’s famed Harry’s Bar,
this island jewel has been welcoming French nobles, English
aristocrats and Hollywood film stars for over half a century.
Guests such as Yves Saint Laurent and Hubert de Givenchy
have all been impressed by the hotel’s impeccable standard
of service, which is joined by the likes of a Michelin-starred
restaurant, an Olympic-sized pool and a superb spa. It’s
easy to forget that St. Mark’s Square is just a five-minute
ride away by complimentary private launch.

£305 PP
Book by 30 Sep 19

a five-day break starts from £1,985 pp incl. flights,
uk airport lounge access, private water taxi transfers & 4 nights b&b
accommodation. For more information, visit wexas.com/153870.

Belmond Villa Sant’Andrea
SICILY

EARLY BOOKING
DISCOUNT

With its very own private stretch of golden beach,
this 19th-century aristocratic villa in Taormina is a rare
delight. And, when you’ve relaxed with the exclusive
cabanas and beach bar, you’ll return to gorgeous ocean
views, showcased everywhere from the marbled rooms
and pool terrace to the spa and fine-dining restaurant.
There’s also a complimentary shuttle to its sister hotel –
the Belmond Grand Hotel Timeo – which looks right out
over Mt. Etna.

SAVE UP TO

Best for beach

£130PP
Book by 31 Oct 19

an eight-day break starts from £1,450 pp incl.
flights, uk airport lounge access, private transfers & 7 nights b&b
accommodation. For more information, visit wexas.com/150987.

Belmond Castello di Casole

Best for rural charm
EARLY BOOKING
DISCOUNT
SAVE UP TO

£235 PP
Book by 30 Sep 19

TUSCANY
Found among rolling hills, this 10th-century estate is
one of the largest private landholdings in all of Italy.
Cypress-lined lanes ascend through the vineyards to a
manor-house collection of exposed-timber rooms, spa
facilities and a restaurant that showcases the very best
of fresh, local ingredients. The surrounding olive groves
and orchards are also taken in from the pool terrace,
and there’s a lovely collection of biking and hiking
routes, making the most of the countryside surrounds.
a four-day break starts from £1,345 pp incl.

flights, uk airport lounge access, private transfers & 3 nights b&b
accommodation. For more information, visit wexas.com/145187.

wexas.com . 020 7838 5894
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BAGLIONI HOTELS
the dolce vita at its most luxurious

We’ve got something of a focus on luxury Italian hotels in this issue of Escapes, and I wanted to throw my hat in for
Baglioni. Having stayed with them on multiple occasions, I’ve fallen for their unique brand of the dolce vita. Family
owned and run, they offer a genuine sense of Italian hospitality, from their restaurants to the warmth of the service. To
inspire, I’ve put together the following itinerary, taking advantage of three of their finest properties.

T h e Ita lia n J o b

R O M E , F LO R E N C E & V E N I C E BY R A I L

6-DAY TAILOR-MADE RAIL JOURNEY

In short, this curated trip takes in
three of Italy’s great cities, knitted
together by included tours, rail
journeys and luxurious stays in
Baglioni hotels. It all starts in the
Italian capital, where you’ll be met
off your flight by a private driver for
the journey to the Baglioni Hotel
Regina. Housed in an Art-Deco
stone building, it offers views of
the Colosseum and Sistine Chapel,
along with the likes of marbled
rooms and spa treatments. With two
days here, I’ve included a guided
city tour, taking in everything from
the Pantheon and the Baroque Trevi
Fountain to the Piazza Navona and
Vatican City.
An included rail journey will
then see you up to Florence’s
Renaissance wonders and a stay
at the Baglioni Relais Santa Croce.

24
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EARLY BOOKING
DISCOUNT
SAVE UP TO

£125 PP
Book by 31 Oct 19

As the city’s only Relais & Châteaux
property, its 18th-century building
houses a chandeliered ballroom and
a three-Michelin-starred restaurant.
It even has a suspended music
room, designed by da Vinci himself,
and you’ll also be perfectly poised

among Florence’s medieval rabbit
warren of piazzas, grand cathedrals
and masters’ art galleries.
Your last train journey will then
see you to Venice for two nights
in the luxurious Baglioni Hotel
Luna. This Venetian palace is set
right on the Grand Canal itself and
comes complete with a private pier
and piano lounge. You’ll get your
bearings here with an included
tour, leading you among the city’s
maze of laneways and waterways
to the Piazza San Marco’s gilded
cathedrals and arched palaces. It
all culminates with a gondola ride,
before a private transfer sees you to
the airport for your flight home.

PRICES START FROM £1,305 PP incl. flights, uk airport lounge
access, private transfers, rail journeys, 5 nights b&b accommodation, city tours
& gondola ride. For a full itinerary, visit wexas.com/103532.
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Wexas specialist Henry Pritchard takes a look at his
favourite brand of luxury Italian hotels.

I n fo c u s : T h e B a g l i o n i R e s o r t C a l a d e l Po r to
Whether as a standalone getaway
or as a fitting pairing to the itinerary
opposite, the Baglioni Resort
Cala del Porto is the Tuscan coast
at its finest. Unsurprisingly, its
exclusive beach club is perhaps
the main draw, with its spa, bar and
private cabanas. However, back at
base, there’s plenty more of that
signature Baglioni luxury.
Perched high on sloping cliffs,
the Cala del Porto looks out over
a luxury-yacht marina towards
the island of Elba. They’re views
taken in by a gorgeous pool and
bar terrace, along with truly
elegant rooms. Expect marbled
bathrooms, private balconies
and plenty of classic Tuscan
style. It really is well worth getting
the sea-facing rooms, which I
always include.

of Italian wines, including some
excellent Tuscan varietals. The
breakfasts are especially good,
with a selection of sweets and fine
cheeses on offer.

This being Italy, food takes centre
stage. Whether dining beachside or on the sunset terrace, the
likes of locally caught seafood
are paired with a wide selection

After all of that food and wine,
you’ll want to spend some time
relaxing on the stunning Cala del
Porto Beach. Or, burn it off with a
round at the Punta Ala Golf Club,
which offers 18 immaculate holes
just five kilometres from the resort.
Whatever you choose, it’s all just
a scenic drive from the city delights
of Florence, a wonderfully pretty
route through the region’s medieval
towns and rolling vineyards.

A 4-NIGHT BREAK AT THE BAGLIONI RESORT CALA DEL PORTO
STARTS FROM £730 PP incl. flights, uk airport lounge access, 5 days car hire &
4 nights b&b accommodation in a Deluxe Sea View room. For more information or to book,
call wexas.com/103728.
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WINTER
ESCAPES
There are two ways to think of winter – embrace
it or make a break for it. The former could
see you to the ICEHOTEL or Norway’s Arctic
fjords, spending your nights looking out for the
Northern Lights and your days exploring a winter
wonderland on snowmobiles and dogsleds.
However, for many, only the latter will do, getting
away for a slice of winter sun. Over the next
few pages, we’ve picked out some of our finest
offers, from savings of up to £2,050 on privateisland idylls in Mauritius to 30% off stays at a
world-leading wellness resort in Antigua. Even
the daily spa treatments and treetrop fitness
sessions are all-inclusive. However, as you’ll see
overleaf, you don’t have to venture far for a bit
of good weather, with our curated selection of
European breaks.
There’s also plenty of cultural intrigue. With
perfect temperatures, winter is the best time to
visit much of India, taking in its world-wonder
forts and tiger safaris. Elsewhere, the Middle
East is at its dazzling best, with Oman in
particular offering near-guaranteed sunshine
coupled with plenty of beach relaxation and
desert adventure. And, as the monsoons abate,
Indochina opens up for river cruises between
stilted villages and ancient temples.
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Tenerife’s
Secrets

SAVE UP TO

£195 PP
Book by 30 Sep 19

Best for quiet rural charm

LUXURY SOUTHERN
TENERIFE
8-DAY TAILOR-MADE BREAK

SAVE UP TO

£130 PP
Book by 30 Sep 19

Best for luxury & beaches

LUXURY NORTHERN
TENERIFE
8-DAY TAILOR-MADE BREAK

Staying in the Hotel
Botanico, the sole luxury
property of Tenerife’s lesservisited north, this is your
chance to enjoy secluded
island life, surrounded
by botanical gardens
commissioned by a Spanish
king. And, alongside the
beach relaxation and spa
treatments, your private
excursions include wine
tastings, tours of unescolisted old towns and
astronomer-led stargazing
dinners.
PRICES START FROM
£2,210 PP incl. flights.
For a full itinerary and all inclusions,
visit wexas.com/155385.
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Although you’ll know Tenerife
for its pristine sands and
year-round sun, Wexas Europe
specialist Victoria Jusko
discovers why this Spanish
island is so much more.
There’s plenty of alternative intrigue
and luxury indulgence to Tenerife.
Away from the beach, visitors are
richly rewarded with vineyardterraced valleys and volcanic lunar
landscapes, ripe for hiking, wine
tastings and gorgeous road trips. It
all centres on the UNESCO-listed
Teide National Park, where petrified
lava fields offer island-wide sunset
views and some of the world’s finest
stargazing. I highly recommend

Staying in the Gran Hotel
Bahia del Duque, one of the
island’s finest properties,
expect Mediterranean chic
paired with spa treatments
and private beach-club
indulgences. We’ve also
included everything from
wine-paired tapas tasting
and stargazing to a luxury
whale-spotting excursion
and a full-day private tour of
Mt. Teide National Park.
PRICES START FROM
£3,285 PP incl. flights.
For a full itinerary and all inclusions,
visit wexas.com/155393.

dinner on its slopes, accompanied by
an astronomer talk.
There are also plenty of historic towns
to discover, with UNESCO-listed
San Cristóbal de La Laguna prime
among them, all grand churches,
palaces and Spanish-colonial charm.
And, wherever you are, the dining is
superb, with the tapas informed by
the best in local produce, ranging
from lightly baked goats’ cheese to
hearty rabbit stews.
Then, like the weather, the island’s
whales and dolphins stick around all
year, showcased on exclusive boat
trips where sightings are toasted with
a glass of fizz. There’s also plenty
of indulgence back on land, with a
range of luxury accommodation to
choose from. I’ve picked out two of
my favourites on this page.

WINTER SUN OFFERS | WINTER ESCAPES

Winter sun offers close to home
Wexas Europe specialist Lisa Ayling pulls out three of the best short-haul
offers for 2019/20. If you thought you’d need to venture far for some winter
sun, then think again.

Jardin Tecina

l a g o m er a

SAVE UP TO

£115

Set on a clifftop overlooking the Isle of Gomera’s golden
Playa de Santiago beach, this is a quieter alternative to
neighbouring Tenerife. While all the usual pool and spa
luxuries are in attendance, the next-door golf course,
winding hiking trails and bohemian, pastel-coloured town
mix in further intrigue. You’ll also return each day to a
selection of fine-dining restaurants and elegant rooms,
many of which feature gorgeous sea views.

PER COUPLE
Book by 30 Sep 19

prices from £765 pp incl. flights, uk airport lounge access,
private transfers & 7 nights b&b accommodation. Prices vary by
departure date. For all inclusions, visit wexas.com/100750.

Almyra
COMPLIMENTARY
HALF-BOARD
Book by 31 Aug 19

cy pr u s

Contrasting its designer sensibilities with views of an
imposing Byzantine castle, this idyllic getaway combines
beach relaxation and superlative facilities. The marbled
rooms all feature artisanal furniture, there’s a fine-dining
restaurant for every day of the week and the cocktails are
best taken by the infinity pool. Then, after working out at
the gym, tennis courts or nearby golf course, rest up with
a world-class spa treatment.
prices from £1,085 pp incl. flights, uk airport lounge access,
private transfers & 7 nights half-board accommodation. Prices vary by
departure date. For all inclusions, visit wexas.com/102055.

Gran Hotel Atlantis Bahia Real
f u ert e v en t u r a

Positioned right on the golden sands of Corralejo Natural
Dune Park, this grand dame has one toe in the warm
waters of Fuerteventura. Then, back at base, the spa is
excellent, the restaurants watched over by a Michelinstar-winning chef, and the pillow-menu rooms are a
delight of traditional Canary style. The beach club is a
special highlight for its lounge bar and Balinese beds.

SAVE UP TO

£454
PER COUPLE
Book by 31 Aug 19

prices from £965 pp incl. flights, uk airport lounge access,
private transfers & 7 nights b&b accommodation. Prices vary by
departure date. For all inclusions, visit wexas.com/146401.
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Winter sun offers worth travelling for
Whether it’s the glittering Caribbean or the sun-drenched Maldives, we’ve picked out the finest long-haul winter sun
offers. There’s even a special trip to Jordan, combining its world-wonder heritage with some time on the beach.

The BodyHoliday

st . lu ci a

Set on its own secluded white-sand cove
and surrounded by rainforest, this is among
the world’s premier wellness resorts. It’s
an all-inclusive delight, from its wine bar
and five-star organic dining to the daily spa
treatments and personal trainer sessions at
the treetop fitness studio. A full spread of
activities is also included, from scuba diving
and yoga classes to golf and water-sports.

SAVE UP TO

35%

on accommodation
Book by 30 Sep 19

prices start from £2,995 pp incl. flights, uk
airport lounge access, private transfers & 7 nights allinclusive accommodation. Prices vary by departure date.
For all inclusions, visit wexas.com/101723.

Blue Waters

a n ti gua

Billing itself as Antigua’s leading resort, Blue
Waters spills back from its trio of whitesand coves in a range of luxurious facilities.
Think fine-dining restaurants, elegant bars
and a superb spa. What’s more, all rooms
and suites come with private balconies or
terraces, with many hosting glorious views
over the glittering Caribbean Sea, explored
on a full array of water-sports.

SAVE UP TO

30%

on accommodation
Book by 30 Sep 19

prices start from £1,745 pp incl. flights, uk
airport lounge access, private transfers & 7 nights b&b
accommodation. Prices vary by departure date. For all
inclusions, visit wexas.com/101497.

The Oberoi

m au riti u s

Positioned right on Turtle Bay Marine Park,
Oberoi’s Mauritius offering features both
a pristine beach and world-class diving.
Accommodation comes in the form of
luxurious thatched pavilions, all high ceilings
and private-terrace views of the Indian Ocean.
Villas add in private pools. Then, in terms of
facilities, beach-side restaurants and convivial
bars are joined by a superb spa.
prices start from £2,795 pp incl. flights, uk
airport lounge access, private transfers & 7 nights b&b
accommodation. Prices vary by departure date. For all
inclusions, visit wexas.com/100406.
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SAVE UP TO

£2,050 PP
Travel 06 Oct–30 Nov 19
Book by 15 Sep 19

WINTER SUN OFFERS | WINTER ESCAPES

Baros

m a l d iv es
SAVE UP TO

The island of Baros is the Maldives at its
iconic best – towering palms, powdery sands
and bathtub waters. It’s all showcased by
everything from the infinity pool and marinebiologist-led dives to complimentary yoga and
a superb spa. Then, after indulging with the
fine dining and chic bars, you’ll retire to your
private villa, with the beachside and overwater
offerings particular favourites.

£655 PP
Travel 01 Nov–22 Dec 19
Book by 22 Sep 19

prices start from £2,825 pp incl. flights,
airport lounge access, speedboat transfers & 7 nights
b&b accommodation. Prices vary by departure date. For
all inclusions, visit wexas.com/101634.

Paradis Plage

m o r o cco

Morocco’s first eco resort is a laidback jewel,
featuring yoga pavilions, five kilometres of
surfers’ beach and an extensive menu of
spa treatments. Even the restaurants and
bars are in on the act, with a focus on fresh,
organic ingredients, whether in cocktails
or catch-of-the-day dishes. The all-suite
accommodation is just as impressive, with
each room offering brilliant sea views.

SAVE UP TO

£285 PP
Book by 16 Oct 19

prices start from £615 pp incl. flights, uk
airport lounge access, private transfers & 7 nights b&b
accommodation. Prices vary by departure date. For all
inclusions, visit wexas.com/154803.

JORDAN’S COAST & DESERTS TWIN CENTRE
8-DAY TAILOR-MADE ITINER ARY

SAVE UP TO

£165 PP
Book by 13 Sep 19

Discover the delights of Jordan on this tailor-made itinerary, where
you’ll combine visits to two of the country’s most iconic destinations
– Petra and Wadi Rum – with time unwinding on the beach. In short,
this is an ideal winter escape, offering both golden-sands relaxation
and unique culture. Start in Aqaba by enjoying languid beach days,
infinity-pool indulgences and optional Red Sea diving, with a base
in a luxury 4- or 5-star hotel. Then, transfer to Petra, visiting the
spectacular Wadi Rum by 4wd on the way. Here, moon-like ochre
mounds and delicate desert arches play host to Bedouin camps,
prehistoric carvings and sheer canyons. It all ends with the world
wonder that is Petra, exploring its ancient tombs and sandstone
ripples with your own private guide.
prices start from £1,185 pp incl.flights, uk airport lounge access, private
transfers throughout, 7 nights b&b accommodation & private touring in Petra and
Wadi Rum. For a full itinerary and all inclusions, visit wexas.com/154093.
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ANANTARA’S OMAN

While often overlooked in favour of its showboating neighbours, Oman’s status as the Arabian Peninsula
underdog is, in fact, one of its trump cards. This is a country whose authenticity remains steadfastly
intact, where glass-and-steel skyscrapers are conspicuous by their absence and a rich Bedouin culture
still pervades the very heart of society. Indeed, from Muscat’s whimsical sprawl to the valley orchards
and mudbrick villages that dot its mountainous interior, this is modern Arabia at its traditional best. But,
there’s luxury here too – not gaudy and brash, but understated and elegant. It’s a trait showcased
in two of Oman’s finest hotels, detailed across these two pages. First up is
the Anantara Al Jabal Al Akhdar, perched high in the hills near
ancient Nizwa. Then, to the south, there’s the Al Baleed
Resort Salalah by Anantara, idyllically nestled between the
desert and the deep blue sea.

Anantara Al Jabal Al Akhdar Resort
The elevation of the spectacular
Anantara Al Jabal Al Akhdar Resort
is not the only world-class height
it reaches – its level of luxury is
perhaps even more spectacular.
Contemporary design lies alongside
intricate murals and features
reflective of Oman’s Middle Eastern
culture, with natural materials that,
combined with striking modernity,
exude utter elegance and, above all,
the utmost in luxury. It’s one of the
world’s highest resorts, situated on
the Saiq Plateau on Oman’s Green
Mountain, 2,000m above sea level
on the rim of a mammoth canyon.
Indeed, humbling canyon views lie
outside many rooms, which range
from deluxe suites to luxurious
mountain villas that feature private,
temperature-controlled plunge pools
32
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and outdoor showers – as well as the
services of a personal villa host.
Elsewhere, four exquisite
restaurants all offer dwarfing views
of the canyon surrounds, from the
sprawling elegance of Al Maisan
to the fresh Italian fare of poolside
Belle Vista and Al Burj – a Moroccan
lounge of opulent maroon and gold.
Elsewhere, there are master-chef

classes and multi-day personalised
wellness retreats as well as
endless hiking opportunities in the
expansive surrounds. Round off
days of adventure with an indulgent
treatment in the private hammam
suite of the spa, where sauna and
steam rooms lie alongside luxurious
relaxation areas. The striking infinity
pool also provides a wonderful spot
to while away the hours.

OMAN | WINTER ESCAPES

EARLY BOOKING
DISCOUNT
SAVE UP TO

£330 PP
Book by 13 Sep 19

OMAN IN STYLE WITH ANANTARA

Al Baleed Resort Salalah by Anantara
Located on a private beach in
Oman’s southern Salalah region,
this resort effortlessly blends
Omani and Thai influences with
Anantara’s signature sense of
style. Accommodation ranges from
ultra-stylish garden-view rooms to
deluxe beach-view suites complete
with free-standing bathtubs, rain
showers and outdoor terraces.
Most notable, though, are the
88 pool villas. With their private
temperature-controlled plunge
pools and butler service, they’re the
only ones of their kind in Salalah.
The dining is equally impressive, with
a choice of gourmet experiences,
from the all-day delights and
themed buffet nights at Sakalan’s
to Al Mina’s zesty Mediterranean
flavours and Mekong’s authentic
Asian cuisine. There’s also the
chance to enjoy an immersive
cooking class, dine on the beach
with the services of a private butler,
or sample wines in the company of
the resort’s sommelier. Naturally,
in-villa dining is available at all
times. The resort’s facilities, too, are
second to none, with the stand-out
Anantara Spa featuring the region’s
only luxury hammam, alongside an
array of treatments that incorporate
creative ingredients and ancient

Our recommended three-centre holiday combines both Anantara
resorts with the breathtaking beauty of Oman’s mountainous interior
and the golden sands of its desert and coast. It all begins, however, in
the capital – Muscat. Alongside a stay in one of the city’s finest hotels,
you’ll be treated to a tour of its highlights, before swapping mosques
and markets for the tranquil beauty of the Al Hajar Mountains. Here,
between Nizwa’s cultural intrigue and the sprawling verdure and
crumbling ruins of Birkat Al Mouz, you’ll enjoy all the luxuries of your
stunning Anantara hotel, from spa treatments to gourmet dining.
And, there’s more of the same on the coast in Salalah, where further
Anantara indulgences are paired with included tours of Ubar’s lost
city, the vast deserts of the Empty Quarter and a dolphin-watching
adventure off the beautiful Dhofar Coast. There’s also ample time to
relax on the pristine beach.
PRICES START FROM £3,450 PP incl. flights, uk airport lounge access,
private transfers, 2 nights b&b at Chedi Muscat, 3 nights half-board at Anantara Al
Jabal Al Akhdar, 5 nights half-board at Al Baleed Resort Salalah by Anantara, selected
sightseeing & two lunches at local restaurants. For a full itinerary and inclusions,
visit wexas.com/168384.

methods. And, that’s not to forget
the gorgeous infinity pool and
palm-tree lined gardens, which spill
down onto the beach and play host
to a superb ‘cinema under the stars’

experience. That’s just one of an
array of activities, which also include
fishing, dolphin watching and some
of the finest diving and snorkelling in
the Arabian Peninsula.
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India
where to start?

For first-timers in India, I always
point towards either Kerala in the
south or the Golden Triangle in the
north. They both offer the perfect,
manageable introduction to the
country’s culture, food and famous
highlights. However, they do differ.
The latter consists of city-great
Delhi, Agra’s Taj Mahal and
Rajasthan’s forts and tigers, while
the former offers a certain quieter
charm. In Kerala, golden beaches
front a palm-tree-lined waterway
maze that gives way to a succession
of colonial towns and hill stations.
Resultantly, what you choose will
be based on personal preference.
Whether you’re after unesco-listed
icons and capital-city chaos or
houseboat backwater cruises and
beach relaxation, I’ve put together
the following comparisons and a pair
of itineraries opposite to help you
decide. If you’ve a little longer, it’s
even possible to combine the two.
34
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Wexas India specialist Rui Ribeiro gives his expert
insight into where best to go for first-time travellers to
the Subcontinent.

RAJASTHAN & THE
GOLDEN TRIANGLE
· Grand monuments,
including the Taj Mahal
· Chaotic, colourful
markets
· A regal Mughal
history, tied up in
UNESCO-listed forts
· Ranthambore – one
of the world’s best
places to spot tigers
· Delhi’s bustle and
majestic heritage

KERALA
· Natural beauty,
including tea
plantations and the
backwaters
· Laid-back coastal
charm
· Intriguing spice
villages and Britishera hill stations
· Beach relaxation and
houseboat cruises
· Charming colonial
towns

INDIA | WINTER ESCAPES

KERALAN SPICE COAST
13-DAY TAILOR-MADE INDEPENDENT TOUR

Simply, this is the best of southern India, knitted together by stays in boutique lodges and explored on included private
tours, with the services of a private driver throughout. You’ll start with the colonial-town charm of Kochi before heading
into the hills of Munnar, staying in a hill station among its gorgeous tea plantations. Periyar’s wildlife, jungles and spicevillage idyll will then see you onto a private houseboat cruise on the Keralan backwaters – a criss-crossing network of
palm-fringed waterways and rice paddies. It all ends with three nights on Kerala’s golden beaches.
PRICES FROM £2,060 PP incl. flights, uk airport lounge access, private transfers throughout, 10 nights b&b accommodation, private
touring throughout & 1 night full-board on a houseboat. For a full itinerary, visit wexas.com/101846.

THE GOLDEN TRIANGLE: RAJASTHAN & THE TIGERS OF RANTHAMBORE
11-DAY TAILOR-MADE JOURNEY

This luxury Rajasthan holiday will introduce you to both northern India’s incredible royal heritage and its unique
wildlife. You’ll start in Delhi, where you’ll take in its vibrant present and near-ancient past before you continue to
Agra and, yes, the Taj Mahal. Then, over a three-day safari in Ranthambore National Park, you’ll search for tigers on
included twice-daily game drives. It all finishes in Jaipur, where palaces and forts remember a regal past. Throughout,
every stop is brought to life by included private tours, the services of a private driver and stays in some of India’s best
accommodation. Think landmark city hotels and luxury tented camps.
PRICES FROM £2,930 PP incl. flights, uk airport lounge access, private transfers throughout, 6 nights b&b accommodation, 3 nights fullboard accommodation, private touring throughout & shared game drives in Ranthambore. For a full itinerary, visit wexas.com/134071.
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Indochina Uncovered
For me, there are two sides of Indochina. There are the icons – the golden temples, city greats and
natural wonders. And, yes, you’d absolutely be doing yourself a disservice if you never visited Angkor
Wat or Halong Bay. However, in between, there’s plenty of lesser-known idyll, from Vietnamese
mountain villages to Cambodian islands where monks live in century-old monasteries. That’s why
I always recommend itineraries that work in a bit of both. Here are two of the best.

Northern Vietnam Explorer

With private tours, included dining
and the services of a private driver
throughout, this is the best of
northern Vietnam, including both
luxury stays and a boutique cruise on
Halong Bay. You’ll start by comparing
the leafy French Quarter and
chaotic old-town of Hanoi on Vespa
and cyclo rickshaw excursions.
I’ve also included a street-food
tour; the banh mi sandwiches and
chao ga rice porridge are personal
favourites. You’ll then be brought
out past waterfalls and over high
passes to a mountain retreat. Here,
between infinity-pool relaxation and
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full-board dining, guided hikes will
see you among mountain-framed
rice paddies and remote villages,
seemingly unchanged for centuries.
It’s then onto unesco-listed Ninh
Binh, where winding rivers navigate
between ancient citadels and great
limestone mountains – explored
on your cycle trips, sampan boat
rides and a stay in a chic thatched
bungalow. It all ends with a luxurious,
three-day full-board cruise on
Halong Bay’s lesser-visited Lan
Ha Bay. It’s the chance to enjoy
the region’s century-old French

lighthouses and dramatic karst
peaks without the crowds, with
everything from kayaking and
swimming to Tai Chi and cooking
classes included.
this 13-day itinerary starts
from £2,550 pp incl. flights, uk
airport lounge access, private
transfers, 8 nights accommodation
on a mix of b&b and half-board,
private touring throughout, select
meals & 2 nights Halong Bay cruise
with all meals & touring. For a full
itinerary and all inclusions, visit
wexas.com/134095.
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Where hasn’t he been? Having spent three months in Thailand, Wexas Far
East specialist Gary Stevens took the opportunity to explore the delights of
Indochina. Here, he picks out two of his favourite routes through Cambodia
and Vietnam.

A River Journey through Indochina

There’s perhaps nothing more
evocative in Indochina than a cruise
along the Mekong between Vietnam
and Cambodia, linking the great city
of Saigon with the mist-shrouded
temples of Angkor. While there’s a lot
of fantastic options available, I highly
recommend The Jahan. Featuring
just 26 private-balcony cabins, it’s a
delightfully boutique affair. Guests
spread out between spa treatments
and the sun-deck Jacuzzi, indulging
with high teas and full-board dining,
washed down with included drinks.
And throughout, you’ll explore with
a full spread of included tours. You’ll
start in Vietnam’s Mekong Delta,
taking in floating villages among the
impossibly verdant rice paddies.

Then, sailing through the Cambodian
countryside you’ll arrive in its capital,
Phnom Penh. Although I’d point
you towards a drink at the Foreign
Correspondents’ Club, your touring
here will see you on a rickshaw ride
between the golden 19th-century
Royal Palace and the Killing Fields
– a sobering memorial to the Khmer
Rouge’s atrocities.
You’ll then wind on through
tributaries and the mighty Tonle
Sap – the largest freshwater lake
in Asia. Along the way, you’ll take
in everything from stilted villages
and artisan workshops on ox-cart
rides, to 7th-century hilltop temples
on tuk tuks and colourful island
monasteries, reached by a bamboo

bridge. Then, either side of the cruise,
I’ve included in-depth private touring
and stays in luxury accommodation.
Expect speedboat cruises, Viet
Cong tunnels and French-colonial
intrigue in Ho Chi Minh City, along
with sunsets over Siem Reap’s world
wonder – Angkor Wat. It’s the fitting
end to a truly spectacular journey.
this 14-day river cruise starts
from £3,615 pp incl. flights, uk
airport lounge access, private
transfers, 4 nights accommodation
on a mix of b&b and half-board
with private touring, & 7 nights
onboard The Jahan incl. all meals,
touring & drinks with meals. For
a full itinerary and all inclusions,
visit wexas.com/102437.
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Nor way : T ROMSØ & M A L A NGEN R ESOR T
There’s not much that hasn’t been
said about Tromsø. Norway’s
Northern Lights capital is a
wonderful blend of harbourside fun
and full-on Arctic excitement. But,
while it’s very much a destination
in its own right, on my most
recent visit, I was lucky enough to
experience it alongside another of
the region’s winter heavyweights –
Malangen Resort.
In Tromsø, I kicked things off with a
meal to remember at the wonderful
Bardus Bistro, a lively bar and
restaurant with a strong emphasis
on produce from the immediate
region. I went for the reindeer
steak and a local beer to wash it
down – it really was the perfect
start to my adventure. Then, after
a night at the Thon Hotel Polar,
it was time to explore, beginning
with a visit to the spectacular
Tromsø Ice Domes and a Sami
cultural tour, which culminated in
an unforgettable reindeer sled ride
though the beautiful Camp Tamok
wilderness. Then, it was time for
a real trip highlight, as I headed
out of town with a local guide for
an evening at an aurora camp. The
conditions were perfect and we
were treated to a wonderful display,
made all the more enjoyable by
the accompanying hot drinks and
pancakes, cooked on a roaring
campfire – delicious!
38
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Classic Arctic Combos
Just an hour-and-a-half’s scenic
transfer from Tromsø, Malangen
Resort is perched on the edge of a
pretty fjord, surrounded by snowy
mountains. It’s a truly dramatic
setting, taken in from the hotel’s
myriad floor-to-ceiling windows,
a feature of both my room – from
where I enjoyed my own private view
of the Northern Lights – and the
excellent restaurant. Here, dailychanging menus feature locally
sourced ingredients such as Arctic

The world is full of perfect pairings,
and Scandinavia is no different.
Wexas specialist Angela Perro picks
out two of her favourites – one in
Norway, the other in Sweden.
char, smoked reindeer and lamb
from the surrounding Lyngen Alps.
Even the resort’s sauna looks out
across the fjord. As you’d expect,
with such beauty on the doorstep, I
was keen to get out to explore, and
the next morning’s husky safari was
simply superb. It was amazing to see
the connection between the huskies
and our guides, and I must say that
of all the dog-sledding experiences
I’ve had, this was right up there as
one of the best.
a tromsø & malangen resort
itinerary is available from
£885 pp incl. flights, uk airport lounge
access, transfers, 1 night b&b Tromsø,
2 nights half-board at Malangen Resort
& Northern Lights excursion. For a full
itinerary, visit wexas.com/103587.
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Sweden : ICEHOT EL & T R EEHOT EL
While Norway dazzles with its
scenic beauty, across the border in
Sweden it’s innovation that takes
centre stage. And, nowhere is
this more apparent than at two of
Scandinavia’s most iconic hotels.
My adventure began some 200km
north of the Arctic Circle, in
Jukkasjärvi on the banks of the
frozen Torne River, home to the
world-famous icehotel, now
entering its 30th season. As I was
here for just one night, I was shown
straight to the reception for the
winter hotel, where I was walked
through the various necessities for
what was described as “surviving a
night on ice”. Fortunately, I needn’t
have worried, as this entailed being
provided with the warmest clothing
imaginable, as well as an ultra-thick
Arctic sleeping bag with capabilities
far in excess of -5ºc – the hotel’s
constant inside temperature.

Waking to a glass of warm
lingonberry juice, I toasted the
arrival of morning, and the fact
that I’d enjoyed a surprisingly
comfortable night. Then, after a
sauna and breakfast, there was time
to explore the hotel’s spectacularly
themed Art Suites, including those
at the permanent icehotel 365.
Some of these even feature their
own private warm room and sauna
– such luxury! I would definitely
recommend more than a night here,
so you have time to try out some of
the activities. There’s everything
from ice carving to Northern Lights
photography courses.
For me, though, it was time to
take the train south to Treehotel
– a collection of treetop rooms,
which take the form of ufos, birds’
nests and mirrored cubes, all

camouflaged among the branches.
My favourite has to be the 7 th Room,
not least for its two chic bedrooms
and huge windows with views north.
They really do make the most of the
Northern Lights. Again, the food
was superb, encapsulating the
unique flavours and ingredients of
the surrounding rivers and forests.
And, as with the icehotel, there
are plenty of excursions to choose
from, including the likes of husky
sledding, fat-bike tours, guided
wildlife safaris and my personal
favourite – snowmobiling.
an icehotel & treehotel
itinerary is available from
£1,390 pp incl. flights, uk airport lounge
access, transfers, train tickets, 1 night Luleå,
1 night half-board at Treehotel, 2 nights b&b
at the ICEHOTEL, winter clothing & tours of
ICEHOTEL & Treehotel. For a full itinerary,
visit wexas.com/102961.

However, before donning all the
gear, I had an evening of warmth
and fine food to enjoy, in the form
of a five-course feast of local
dishes, served on blocks of ice amid
the snug comforts of the stylish
restaurant. It was all delicious, with
the moose tartar and smoked egg
yolk a particular highlight. Finally,
full and fit for sleep, I headed for
my ice room, any lingering nerves
steeled by a cocktail at the icebar.
wexas.com . 020 7838 5894
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LIFE
ON THE
OPEN
ROAD
There’s something particularly freeing about a
self-drive holiday, being able to take ownership
of your route and explore at your own pace. And,
there’s no better place to start than the USA –
the venerable granddaddy of the road trip.
Over the next few pages, we’ve picked out a
collection of both the American greats and the
routes less travelled. So, after you’ve finished
with California’s icons and the Deep South’s
charm, get off the beaten tarmac to the Capital
Region’s world-defining history or progressive
Oregon’s secret beauty.
Of course, there’s also plenty closer to home. Let
four of our Europe specialists fight it out for their
favourite Continental road trip, from Angela’s
insider tips for the Italian lakes to Sophie’s
favourite Portuguese pousada accommodation
– seaside castles and converted monasteries.
Lastly, looking Down Under, our complimentary
Singapore stopover is valid on all holidays to
Australia and New Zealand. Get in contact with
a specialist today to find out more.

wexas.com . 020 7838 5894
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FLYING TO AMERICA
American Airlines
Having won 2018’s coveted ‘Best Airline in North
America’ title in Global Traveler’s GT Tested Reader
Survey, American Airlines has invested over $3 billion in
products and services. For example, as of February 2019,
passengers will be able to stream more than 50 million
songs, playlists and music videos for free with Apple
Music, available on any domestic flight equipped with
Viasat satellite WiFi.
That’s alongside the rolling out of high-speed internet,
in-seat power, free live TV and complimentary access to
wireless entertainment on your device. And, if you’re in
Business or First, you’ll be treated to headphones from
industry-leader Bang & Olufsen.
As the first US carrier to offer it, American Airlines also
continues to update its Premium Economy cabin. Now
available on many transatlantic flights, you can expect
everything from larger seats and chef-inspired dining to
priority check-in, security and boarding.
Things are also changing on the ground. American Airlines
is the first US carrier to take sustainability efforts beyond
the straw, replacing plastic cups, bags and bottled water
with eco-friendly alternatives across all of its lounges.
And, in Los Angeles and New York JFK, American Airlines
is now offering BLADE private helicopter transfers and
the chance to upgrade to The Private Suite, where you’ll
have access to your own TSA and customs screenings.

SAVE UP TO

£385 PP
Book by 30 Sep 19

HIGHLIGHTS OF ARIZONA
Making the most of American Airlines’ newest route, this
ultra-scenic self-drive loop showcases some of Arizona’s
most spectacular desert landscapes. Explore one of the
world’s wonders at the epic Grand Canyon, brush up against
the Utah border with a visit to Monument Valley and swim,
boat and hike at otherworldly Lake Powell. It’s all bookended
with some city exploration in hip Phoenix and among the spa
delights of nearby Scottsdale.
prices start from £2,380 pp incl. flights, uk airport lounge

access, 11 days car hire & 12 nights accommodation. For a full itinerary, visit
wexas.com/153807.
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With a fantastic spread of new, non-stop routes from London Heathrow, American Airlines and British Airways offer an
unmatched range of gateways into the United States, with plenty of open-jaw options – ideal for your stateside roadtrip. In 2019 alone, American Airlines has opened up services to Phoenix, Arizona, while April saw new British Airways
ﬂights to Pittsburgh and Charleston. Read on for more on these and the partnership’s latest in-ﬂight innovations.

British Airways
For British Airways, the past couple of years have
been all about the American south. Indeed, since
2017 the airline has added in the infectious rhythms
of New Orleans, Charleston’s antebellum mansions
and Civil War history, and the ‘home of country music’
– Nashville to its portfolio. Together, they form an
exciting route map, ideal for enjoying a road trip
through the Deep South, without having to backtrack
at the end.
Of course, there are plenty of updates onboard as
well. British Airways has joined forces with The White
Company, the renowned British lifestyle brand, to
bring you luxurious new bedding and amenity kits
on the airline’s business class – Club World. You can
also expect gourmet, restaurant-style dining and
stylish new table settings to match. It’s all designed
to complement the airline’s award-winning Club World
seat, which converts at the touch of a button to a fully
flat six-foot bed.
Back on the ground, the airline’s First and Club World
lounges are equally refreshed, with new offerings
in New York JFK and Boston joined by upgrades to
those at London Gatwick. Then, at London Heathrow
Terminal 5, First customers are now welcomed to
The First Wing – an exclusive check-in environment
complemented by gourmet dining and premium drinks,
served under glittering chandeliers.

ALL-AMERICAN MUSIC TOUR
There’s no better way to understand life in America’s Deep
South than with a tour through its musical landscape. This
road trip takes you from Nashville – once home to the great
Johnny Cash – to the birthplace of jazz, New Orleans – two
cities served by direct British Airways flights. What’s more,
it’s a trip designed by our specialists, so if you’d like more
time hanging out on Memphis’s Beale Street, or listening to
Greenwood’s blue notes, just let us know.
prices start from £1,915 pp incl. flights, uk airport lounge

access, 7 days car hire & 11 nights accommodation. For a full itinerary, visit
wexas.com/101289.
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Earlier this year, I went on a full
examination of the American South.
And, while the likes of New Orleans
grab the headlines, it’s the lesservisited coast of Georgia and South
Carolina that stood out most to me.
Here, antebellum charm, superb
seafood and plenty of outdoorsy
fun are wrapped up in dramatic
beach settings and short-butscenic coastal drives. These are my
recommendations.
It’s a region that’s come into
sharper focus, with the new
direct British Airways flights to
Charleston. Simply, this is my
favourite city in the Deep South.
Jumping on a horse-drawn
carriage, I quickly lost myself among
the cobblestone streets and grand
Civil War-era homes, before finding
myself tucking into impossibly
moreish she-crab soup and lobster.
In all, it’s a step back to the idyll
of the 19th century. I also highly
recommend a stay at the luxurious
Belmond Charleston Place for its
spa treatments, rooftop bar and
marbled rooms. I loved being able
to fling open the French balcony to
enjoy the warm coastal breeze.
From Charleston, turn south along
the coast, weaving in and out of
river deltas to arrive at Jekyll Island
– one of Georgia’s Golden Isles.
Be sure to stay at the 19th-century
Jekyll Island Club, where you’ll have
all of the island’s historic buildings
and unspoilt coastlines on your
doorstep, from white-sand beaches
to the Georgia Sea Turtle Centre.
Keep your eyes peeled for pilot
whales as well.

AMERICAN
SAVE UP TO

£580 PP
Book by 30 Sep 19

The Deep South
Luxury Charleston and Coast
Wexas USA
specialist Debbie
Mayger picks
out her favourite
Southern selfdrive.
It’s then a short hop to Savannah, my
(close) second-favourite town in the
region. Although it doesn’t have the
grandeur of Charleston, it more than
makes up for it with heartfelt charm.
Among its historic townhouses and
verdant public squares, you’ll find
some of the finest Southern eats:
don’t miss out on the shrimp.

Whatever you do, end your trip at
the stunning Montage Palmetto
Bluff. This club-like property is
spread over 50 South Carolina
cottages, tucked away between
the island’s picture-perfect
waterfronts and tranquil forests.
It’s so welcoming that guests are
even greeted by a trio of resident
labrador ambassadors, along with a
sign saying not to stop on the bridge
over to the island. The views really
are that good, especially when you
can spot a gator.
You’ll also want to explore, with boat
rides bringing you among breaching
whales and pods of dolphins, while
scenic hikes and bike rides take in
an expansive network of forested
trails. The 18-hole Jack Nicklaus
Signature golf course doesn’t hurt,
either. In all, it was hard to tear
myself away, with Charleston – and
its direct flight connection back
to the uk – just a short drive north
along the coast.
debbie’s 12-day self-drive
starts from £2,685 pp incl.

flights, uk airport lounge access, 10 nights
accommodation & 8 days car hire. For a full
itinerary, visit wexas.com/154083.
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ICONS
California Classic

From here, hop over the bays to drive
into wine country. Napa Valley’s
acres upon acres of rolling vineyards
are served by both boutique and
big-name estates, offering some
truly world-class wines. I particularly
like the region’s first fine-dining
establishment, Auberge du Soleil,
where gourmet delicacies come
paired with superlative varietals and
gorgeous views.
Then, continuing through sweeping
plains, head on to the WorldHeritage-listed Yosemite National
Park. Here, over 800 miles of hiking
trails criss-cross forested cliffs,
plunging waterfalls and flower-filled
meadows. It really is a natural jewel,
and a complete contrast to my next
recommended stop – Death Valley.
As its name suggests, it’s a lunar
landscape of shifting dunes and
gaping canyons, animated only
by the likes of kangaroo rats and
mountain lions.

Wexas USA
specialist Patrick
Griffin puts
together the
ultimate West
Coast road trip.
I’ve been fortunate enough to travel
to California multiple times and
it’s the state’s sheer diversity that
keeps me coming back for more.
Put simply, it’s got everything,
from superb cities to national-park
wonders. This is my recommended
route for first-timers.

I’d suggest starting your trip in
San Francisco – a true world city.
Alcatraz, Victorian architecture
and its famous food scene await.
Indeed, there are more restaurants
and farmers’ markets per capita
here than anywhere else in North
America. My top tip? Make like a
local and indulge with the best
Mezcal menu in town at Presidio
Social Club before getting out of the
city for some gorgeous coastal walks
and golden sands. My favourites
include Ocean Beach and the
Coastal Trail’s views of the Golden
Gate Bridge.

It’s then well worth hopping over
the state line into Nevada and
Las Vegas. Between the neon
strip, ultra-luxury hotels and glitzy
casinos, it really does live up to
every expectation and is somewhere
everyone should visit at least
once. The same goes for the Grand
Canyon, my final recommended
port of call. It’s one of nature’s great
spectacles and a fitting end to your
road trip.
pat’s 14-day self-drive starts
from £2,095 pp incl. flights, uk airport

lounge access, 10 days car hire & 12 nights
accommodation. For a full itinerary, visit
wexas.com/102973.
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From the great monuments of
Washington, dc to the pristine
beaches and majestic mountains of
Maryland and Virginia, history and
natural beauty abound in America’s
Capital Region. But, aside from
the great city itself, the region is
unfairly overlooked.
It does, however, make sense to
start in the capital. Alongside its
fascinating neighbourhoods, both
hip and historic, Washington, dc
offers the chance to experience
the sheer might of America,
something marked by the striking
architecture of its monuments and
museums. For me, the Smithsonian
collection is a special highlight.
Then, as you head out into
neighbouring Virginia and
Maryland, scenic byways take
you between the states’ diverse
highlights. Discover the charms
of green-dappled Chesapeake
Bay or the old-growth forests of
Shenandoah National Park before
pausing at the region’s quaint small
towns. Colonial Williamsburg and
waterfront Annapolis’s Beaux-Arts
charm are two of my favourites.
History buff s will be further
impressed by the Civil War driving
trails, while those with a foodie
focus can enjoy farm-to-table
cuisine, paired with something
from one of the region’s more
than 300 wineries.
In fact, there’s plenty of lesserknown intrigue along the way.
In Fairfax County, just outside
Washington, dc, you’ll find livemusic picnics and art galleries
housed in former prisons, while
Alexandria, the capital’s original
old town, is a storybook of 18th46
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Introducing America’s
CAPITAL REGION
Wexas USA specialist Patrick Griffin shines a
spotlight on a lesser-visited portion of America’s
East Coast.

and 19th-century architecture that’s
been named a Top Five US Small
City by Condé Nast Traveler.
Then, on the coast, Norfolk marries
small-town charm with big-city
amenities. Think botanic gardens
and performances from the world-

class Virginia Opera and Symphony.
It’s just 20 minutes from Virginia
Beach, where golden sands are
backed by oyster restaurants,
a bustling nightlife and historic
lighthouse walks. If all this sounds
interesting, I’ve featured a twoweek getaway below.

A 16-DAY CAPITAL REGION FLY-DRIVE STARTS FROM £2,700 PP

Incl. flights, uk airport lounge access, private arrival transfer, 12 days car hire & 14 nights
accommodation. For a full itinerary, visit wexas.com/101115.
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All about Oregon
Wexas USA specialist Rachel Mostyn reports
back from her recent trip to America’s Pacific
Northwest.

I’m very lucky to have travelled
extensively across North America,
but I’d never been to Oregon until
recently. From its wild, whale-dotted
coastlines and mountainous interior
to its achingly cool towns and cities,
it has always promised something
different. I’m happy to say, it
exceeded all my expectations.
Maybe it’s because they get
fewer visitors than their bigname Californian neighbours,
but Oregonians are impossibly
welcoming. Like most visitors, I made
my introductions in Portland (served
by a daily non-stop flight from
Heathrow, if you’re asking). Here,
you’re greeted by microbreweries
and artisanal coffee houses on every
corner, along with that world-famous
food truck scene. It’s all dotted
with verdant parks and watched
over by giant Mt. Hood. Even in the
state’s largest city, you can’t escape
Oregon’s natural beauty.

However, for the real deal, be sure
to get out of town. I headed straight
for the coast, where scenic byways
lead between sleeping fishing
villages and historic lighthouses.
And, while the beaches were
delightful, I particularly enjoyed
the cliff -top walks, keeping my eyes
out for seals and seasonal whales.
Newport’s turn-of-the-century
bohemia and the buggy rides in the

Oregon Dunes are my top coastal
recommendations.
Turning inland, yet more scenic
byways will bring you between snowcapped mountains and world-class
winelands. While Willamette Valley is
my pick of the vineyards, don’t miss
out on Bend’s river walks, the forest
hikes in Grants Pass and the cliffsheer Crater Lake National Park –
home to America’s deepest lake.
It’s a natural world that’s ripe for
exploring, knitted together by
gorgeous drives and stays in cute
lodges. Expect plenty of log-cabin
charm and splendid seafront views.
Sound good? Take a look at our
sample itinerary below, featuring all
the places I’ve picked out. In short,
it’s the perfect mix of outdoorsy fun,
forward-thinking cities and smalltown charm.

SAVE UP TO

£310 PP
Book by 30 Sep 19

AN 11-DAY OREGON FLY-DRIVE STARTS FROM £1,425 PP

Incl. flights, uk airport lounge access, 10 days car hire & 9 nights accommodation. For a full
itinerary, visit wexas.com/134035.
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Adventures
in Canada’s
Badlands
While many visitors are lured by the
forests, lakes and peaks of Alberta’s Rocky
Mountains, the province’s Badlands offer an
altogether different experience. Drive east
from Calgary, far from the madding crowd, to
discover an otherworldly landscape of twisted
rock and huge prairies, sprawled out under
endless skies.
This is the road less travelled, and all the
better for it, with spectacular drives
and glorious hikes that wind between dramatic
canyons, towering hoodoos and ancient
glacial valleys dotted with the remnants of
a prehistoric age. Indeed, in the unesco
World Heritage-listed Dinosaur Provincial
Park, the fossilised remains of some 44
dinosaur species have been discovered,
dating back 75–77 million years. Our featured
itinerary pairs the very best of the region
with stays in Calgary and Banff National
Park. As always, our specialists are on hand
to tailor any trip to your specific requirements.
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ALBERTA’S BUFFALOS AND BADLANDS
11-DAY TAILOR-MADE SELF-DRIVE

This fly-drive takes in the very best of Alberta, beginning
with Calgary’s brash cowboy culture and the Rocky
Mountain beauty of Banff National Park. Then, the
landscapes change dramatically, as you head east to the
wind-sculpted valleys of Drumheller – Canada’s dinosaur
capital – and on to Cypress Hills Provincial Park, a region
of plateaus and prairies in Alberta’s spectacular southern
reaches. Writing-on-Stone Provincial Park is next, home to
the largest concentration of rock art on the Alberta plains.
Here, optional interpretive-centre visits and aboriginalled hikes bring you along ancient hoodoo trails and past
rushing rivers. Your route then winds on to the wonderfully
named Fort Whoop-Up, whose erstwhile inhabitants of
illegal whiskey and firearms traders were ably policed by
Canada’s first Mounties. You’ll then arrive, via the Great
Plains, to the grizzlies and elk herds of Waterton Lakes
National Park before your journey back to Calgary. On the
way, you’ll have time to visit Head-Smashed-In Buffalo
Jump – a UNESCO World Heritage site whose expert
guides will happily share stories of the region’s native
peoples and their unique hunting practices.
PRICES START FROM £1,655 PP incl. flights, uk
airport lounge access, 10 days car hire, 9 nights accommodation,
a tour of Dinosaur Provincial Park & entry to Royal Tyrell Museum,
Head-Smashed-In Buff alo Jump interpretive centre, Calgary Tower,
Banff Upper Hot Springs & Banff Gondola. For a full itinerary,
visit wexas.com/104194.
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AUSTRALIA’S GREATEST ROAD TRIPS
Australia is big, there’s no getting around it – unless you circumnavigate the
country on the 10,000-mile Highway 1. With this in mind, we’ve chosen two of the
country’s best road trips to focus on, one if you’re looking for the icons and one
more off the beaten track.
FREE
SINGAPORE
STOPOVER

PERTH, MARGARET RIVER
& THE WEST COAST
14-DAY TAILOR-MADE SELF-DRIVE

Beginning and ending among the beaches and
big-city allure of sunny Perth, this two-week road
trip showcases the gorgeous natural scenery of
Australia’s lesser-visited southwest. Margaret River,
although producing just one per cent of the country’s
wines, bottles a quarter of its premium offerings –
many of which are kept for itself, never to be exported
out of the country. Then, after tasting your way
through its world-class wineries, ultra-scenic drives
will see you between everything from quiet gold-rush
towns to dramatic coastlines and rolling farmlands.
As well as relaxing on white sands and hiking among
national-park forests, keep your eyes out for whales,
dolphins and, of course, kangaroos.
PRICES START FROM £1,720 PP incl. flights, uk airport
lounge access, private arrival transfer, 11 nights accommodation &
10 days car hire. For a full itinerary, visit wexas.com/102561.

SYDNEY TO MELBOURNE
COASTAL DRIVE

FREE
SINGAPORE
STOPOVER

15-DAY TAILOR-MADE SELF-DRIVE

This is your chance to experience one of the world’s
most scenic drives, linking Sydney’s harbour icons
with Melbourne’s Victorian laneways, today given
over to hip bars and contemporary street art. Setting
off along the Princes Highway, you’ll map prett y bays
and dip into rolling hinterland, pausing at seaside
hamlets and gold-rush towns. Then, alongside plenty
of opportunities to relax on the white-sand beaches,
gorgeous walks will see you spot everything from
whales and dolphins to kangaroos and koalas. The
parading penguins of Philip Island are a special
highlight. Along the way, you’ll stay in hand-picked
boutique accommodation that ranges from historic
hotels to luxury tented camps.
PRICES START FROM £1,900 PP incl. flights, uk airport
lounge access, 11 nights accommodation, selected meals & 10 days
car hire. For a full itinerary, visit wexas.com/103014.
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First time into Africa
endless vineyards to taste your
way through. Although there’s a
full range of world-class offerings,
a particular favourite of mine is the
pinotage – a hearty red unique to
South Africa.

THE HIGHLIGHTS OF SOUTH AFRICA
For me, South Africa has it all – superb cities, fantastic food and wine, exotic wildlife
and gorgeous natural scenery. I’ve been to the country nearly a dozen times and I’m
still discovering new things to love. It’s all linked by some of the world’s most scenic
drives and, with the weak rand, it’s eminently affordable.
My recommendation would be to
focus on the country’s south coast,
with the famous Garden Route road
trip linking the delights of Cape
Town and its surrounding winelands
with a Big-Five safari on the Eastern
Cape. In a nutshell, it’s South Africa
at its best.

From Cape Town, be sure to make
the Cape Winelands your first
stop. Here, you’ll have a choice of
historic towns, all surrounded by
spectacular mountain views and

You’ll then be perfectly poised to
set off along the Garden Route,
mapping 200km of some of South
Africa’s most impressive scenery.
Expect everything from cragged
coastlines and white-sand beaches
to verdant national parks and prett y
seaside towns, home to superlative
seafood restaurants. Be sure to
also hop over the Tsitsikamma
Mountains to explore the semi-arid
Karoo Desert’s ostrich farms and
thousand-year-old San rock art.
Your reward at the end? The great
private reserves of the Eastern
Cape. Here, game drives offer the
chance to spot the fabled Big Five
– lion, elephant, rhino, buff alo and
leopard. And, between safaris,
you’ll return to your chosen lodge
for private plunge pool indulgence
and all-inclusive gourmet dining.
Inspired? I’ve put together the
itinerary below. Get in touch to find
out more.

SAVE UP TO

Of course, it all begins in the Mother
City. Again, I’ve been lucky enough
to visit Cape Town on multiple
occasions and I always manage to
find something fresh, whether that’s
kayaking with seals or cycling along
the waterfront promenade. That’s
alongside all the usual favourites,
from Table Mountain and the
penguins of Cape Point to Robben
Island, where Nelson Mandela was
imprisoned for 18 years.
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£240 PP
Book by 30 Sep 19

ALISON’S HIGHLIGHTS OF SOUTH AFRICA ITINERARY STARTS
FROM £2,290 PP incl. flights, uk airport lounge access, 15 days car hire, 11 nights

b&b accommodation, 2 nights full board in a game lodge & twice-daily game drives on
safari. For a full itinerary, visit wexas.com/102183.
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Having worked in the industry for over two decades, Wexas specialist Alison Nicolle
has travelled extensively across Africa. At her last count, she’s totted up more than 100
safaris. Over these two pages, she picks out a pair of self-drive trips – one to South
Africa, the other to Namibia. Both are ideal for first-time visitors.

THE BEST OF NAMIBIA
In wildlife and spectacular scenery, Namibia shares many of the same loves as South
Africa, its southern neighbour. However, instead of verdant coastlines, you’ll be
treated to a certain barren beauty, with great sand dunes and horizonless deserts
punctuated only by lonely gnarled trees. It’s ideal for those who want a true sense of
wilderness; on gorgeous drives, you’ll barely see another soul on the road.
Indeed, I always recommend hiring
a 4wd. Although the roads you’ll be
driving on are of a good quality and
are mostly sealed, it helps provide
better viewing angles of the wildlife
and smooth out any bumps. And,
having been lucky enough to enjoy
safaris across Southern Africa,
Namibia’s Etosha National Park
ranks right up there. Although it’s
missing the cape buff alo from the
Big Five, I have treasured memories
of its giant elephants and nearendless herds of zebra. It’s even one
of the world’s best places to spot
the black rhinoceros.
Be sure to also include a stop at
the AfriCat Foundation in Okonjima
Nature Reserve. Here, you’ll have a
near-guaranteed chance of spotting
Namibia’s big cats, including
leopard and cheetah.

majesty, set against bright-white
mineral pans punctuated with
twisted dead trees. Then, to
the west, the seal colonies and
historic shipwrecks of the Skeleton

Coast pave the way for trips into
Damaraland, whose ancient rock
engravings are a nod to Namibia’s
tribal past.
In contrast to all this desolation,
you’ll stay in rustic-chic lodges
throughout, enjoying indulgent
included meals and boutique
exclusivity in private reserves. If this
all sounds enticing, I’ve pulled out
the itinerary below. Get in contact
for more information.

SAVE UP TO

£285 PP
Book by 30 Sep 19

ALISON’S BEST OF NAMIBIA ITINERARY STARTS FROM £3,195 PP

Incl. flights, uk airport lounge access, 14 days 4wd car hire & 13 nights b&b
accommodation with 10 dinners & 2 lunches. For a full itinerary, visit wexas.com/102490.

However, Namibia is so much
more than its wildlife. There’s
plenty of German-colonial intrigue
to discover, with ghost towns
perfectly preserved in the desert,
Art Nouveau Swakopmund – a
beach-side delight – and the
capital Windhoek impressing with a
century-old fortress.
You’ll also know rural Namibia for
Sossusvlei’s giant sand dunes.
Among the highest in the world,
they tower over the Namib – the
world’s oldest desert – in ochre
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Angela Perro

NORTHERN ITALY AND THE LAKES
12-DAY TAILOR-MADE SELF-DRIVE

Gorgeous mountain drives, pretty lakesides and
stays in grand Belle Époque hotels characterise this
comprehensive introduction to the beauty of northern
Italy. You’ll begin with Milan’s historic extravagance before
following in the footsteps of Europe’s aristocracy to the
Italian Lakes – Maggiore, Como and Garda. With stays
in each, snow-capped peaks look down on island-dotted
waters fringed by vineyards, sun terraces and idyllic
fishing villages. My tip? Make use of the local ferries to
explore the islands. I had the best octopus I’d ever had
on Isola Bella, right in the middle of Lago Maggiore.
Whatever you choose, you’ll end with Verona, whose rich
heritage is evidenced by everything from Roman wonders
to medieval grandeur.
PRICES FROM £1,545 PP incl. flights, uk airport lounge
access, private transfers, 11 nights b&b accommodation & 9 days car
hire. For a full itinerary, visit wexas.com/104201.

Fo u r of t h e b e st Eu ro p e a n ro a d t r i p s
Steff Sargeant

SOUTHERN ITALY: CALABRIA
& BASILICATA
12-DAY TAILOR-MADE SELF-DRIVE

While Angela has gone for some of the Italian icons, I
thought I’d take you on the road less travelled to the
country’s south. The Calabria and Basilicata regions are
a vision of medieval castle towns, fishing villages and
spectacular beaches. It’s all linked together by superscenic coastal drives and stays in hand-picked hotels,
from seaside villas to boutique spas. You’ll relax on
golden sands, take in Greek necropolises and explore
Matera’s ancient cave churches to learn why it was
named European Capital of Culture 2019. I also have
happy memories of tucking into pizza and salads in its
backstreet osterias. And, on this drive, we’ve included
plenty of food tastings, as well as a trio of private,
archaeologist-led tours of the regions’ important sites.
PRICES FROM £2,345 PP incl. flights, uk airport lounge
access, 11 nights b&b accommodation, 12 days car hire & private
excursions. For a full itinerary, visit wexas.com/165681.
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Norire Arakelyan

NORTHERN SPAIN SELF-DRIVE
10-DAY TAILOR-MADE SELF-DRIVE

Northern Spain is characterised by its mountainous
interior and the beaches and seaside towns of its coast.
This itinerary starts with Bilbao’s Guggenheim modern
wonder and tapas bars; I can’t recommend the sun-dried
peppers enough. Then, after exploring the walking trails
of Picos de Europa National Park, you’ll head for Gijon’s
pristine beaches and Oviedo’s medieval old town. Like
the pilgrims of the Middle Ages, it all culminates with
Santiago de Compostela’s thousand-year-old cathedral,
set among arcaded streets. Be sure to do your exploring
in the morning, before the crowds roll in. Throughout,
you’ll stay in historic parador accommodation, which
ranges from converted monasteries to a 15th-century
royal hospital, reputed to be the world’s first hotel.
PRICES FROM £1,045 PP incl. flights, uk airport lounge
access, 9 nights b&b accommodation & 10 days car hire. For a full
itinerary, visit wexas.com/104206.

Over these two pages, we’ve asked four of our Europe specialists to pick out their ultimate
continental road trips. There’s plenty of the icons, alongside some lesser-known delights.

Sophie Sadler

THE POUSADAS OF PORTUGAL:
ALENTEJO & THE ALGARVE
12-DAY TAILOR-MADE SELF-DRIVE

Taking in both the rural charm of Portugal’s Alentejo
interior and the wild coastal beauty of the Algarve,
this is a truly gorgeous road trip. One moment you’ll
be driving along sun-kissed beaches and the next
stopping off at charming villages and medieval towns.
Throughout, you’ll stay in historic pousada hotels.
Destinations and national monuments in their own
right, my favourites include the medieval castle
in Alcácer do Sal and the 16th-century convent at
Arraiolos, now complete with terraced gardens and a
superb spa. However, it’s perhaps the off-the-beatentrack intrigue that lingers longest in the memory,
whether that’s a clifftop walk in the Algarve or a visit to
Alentejo’s whitewashed artists’ towns.
PRICES FROM £495 PP incl. flights, uk airport lounge
access, 7 nights accommodation & 8 days car hire. For a full itinerary,
visit wexas.com/150426.
wexas.com . 020 7838 5894
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GREAT
RAIL
JOURNEYS
If you’ve been following us closely, you’ll have
noticed that the Venice Simplon-Orient-Express
has become a firm Wexas client favourite. And,
while it remains perhaps the world’s most iconic
train, we’ve also chosen to focus on its sister rail
journeys for this issue of Great Escapes.
Belmond, the people behind the famous train,
have brought their signature brand of indulgence
to everywhere from the Irish coast and Scottish
Highlands to Peru and Southeast Asia. Read
Miranda Berliand’s excellent trip report as she
travels between Singapore and Bangkok, via
dense Malaysian jungles. Wherever you are, you
can expect the same high standards in multicourse dining and bar-car drinks, accompanied
by live music.
What’s more, we’ve got some specially negotiated
exclusive rates, including a saving of up to £290
per person on the classic London to Venice route.
Then, Australia’s great railway journeys take
advantage of our complimentary Singapore
stopover offer, while Wexas specialist Eleanor
Kania looks east. Having lived and worked
in China, she picks out a highlight-spanning
itinerary based around the country’s brand-new
bullet trains – some of the fastest in the world.

wexas.com . 020 7838 5894
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Great European Rail Journeys
WITH BELMOND
Belmond’s curated collection of luxury rail journeys take in some of the Continent’s
grandest locations in unmatched style. To help you decide which one’s right for you,
Wexas rail specialist Alice Somerset has picked out five of her favourites, including three
routes aboard the legendary Venice Simplon-Orient-Express.

Venice Simplon-Orient-Express: London to Venice
SAVE UP TO

4-DAY LUXURY RAIL JOURNEY

The Venice Simplon-Orient-Express remains the journey of a lifetime.
Its rich heritage and wood-panelled interiors are enamoured the
world over and its journeys can’t fail to capture the imagination. And,
this route between London and Venice – also available in reverse –
remains mine, and my clients’, favourite. Watch the Kent countryside
rush past as you sip Bellini cocktails aboard the Belmond British
Pullman before switching to the Venice Simplon-Orient-Express to
tuck into multi-course dining inspired by the route. After sweeping
through alpine Europe, you’ll then be greeted in Venice by one of the
city’s iconic water taxis, which will see you to your luxury hotel.

£290 PP
ON SELECTED DATES
Book by 30 Sep 19

prices start from £2,630 pp incl. uk airport lounge access, return flight,

private transfers, brunch onboard the British Pullman, 1 night on the Venice Simplon-OrientExpress incl. all meals, & 2 nights b&b accommodation in Venice. For a full itinerary, visit
wexas.com/101166.

Venice Simplon-Orient-Express: Verona to London
SAVE UP TO

£150 PP
Book by 30 Sep 19

4-DAY LUXURY RAIL JOURNEY

Swapping Venice for Verona, this itinerary combines an overnight
journey on the Venice Simplon-Orient-Express with another of
Italy’s city greats – Verona. It all begins with a stay in a converted
Veronese palace, from where you’ll take in the city’s ancient wonders,
Shakespearean inspirations and gastronomic delights. Highlights
include the famous Juliet’s Balcony and the Verona Arena – one of the
world’s great opera venues. It’s then time for the headline act. Crossing
the Alps, you’ll step back to the opulence of the 1920s aboard the
Venice Simplon-Orient-Express, pairing fine-dining experiences with
some of Continental Europe’s most impressive scenery.
prices start from £2,610 pp incl. uk airport lounge access, return flight,

private transfers, 2 nights b&b Due Torri in Verona, 1 night on the Venice Simplon-OrientExpress, journey aboard the British Pullman, selected meals & drinks. For a full itinerary,
visit wexas.com/149244.
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Venice Simplon-Orient-Express: Budapest to London
SAVE UP TO

£115 PP
Book by 30 Sep 19

4-DAY LUXURY RAIL JOURNEY

My final pick for the Venice Simplon-Orient-Express begins with a twonight spa stay in Budapest, taking in its neoclassical beauty, medieval
castles and ornate palaces in the company of an expert local guide. Of
course, there’s also time for a soak in one of the city’s grand thermal
baths before you board the Venice Simplon-Orient-Express, settling
in with a glass of sparkling wine before your multi-course lunch and
dinner, served among the fine lacquerware and glasswork. Then, after
enjoying a Continental breakfast in the comfort of your cabin, you’ll
disembark for the Channel Tunnel and the Belmond British Pullman,
bringing you to London in regal opulence.
prices start from £2,780 pp incl. uk airport lounge access, flight, private
transfers, 2 nights b&b accommodation in Budapest, 1 night on the Venice Simplon-OrientExpress, journey on the Belmond British Pullman, selected meals, drinks & selected
touring. For a full itinerary, visit wexas.com/103691.

Belmond Grand Hibernian: A Taste of Ireland
4-DAY LUXURY RAIL JOURNEY

SAVE UP TO

For something a little different, but no less luxurious, this trip takes
in the rural and urban delights of Ireland aboard the country’s
finest train – the Belmond Grand Hibernian. It’s old-world luxury
at its best; expect dark-wood writing desks in your en-suite cabin,
plush sofas and live music in the panoramic observation car, and
Waterford crystal in the restaurant carriages. Throughout, you’ll
be treated to an all-inclusive menu of gourmet dining, premium
drinks and expert-led excursions, from a black-cab tour of Belfast to
afternoon tea in a grand country manor. It’s all prefixed by a luxury
stay among Dublin’s rich heritage.

£135 PP
Book by 30 Sep 19

prices start from £3,215 pp incl. uk airport lounge access, flights,
private transfers, 1 night b&b Westbury Hotel, 2 nights Belmond Grand Hibernian
with all meals, drinks, guided touring & onboard entertainment. For a full itinerary,
visit wexas.com/145128.

Belmond Royal Scotsman: Taste of the Highlands
SAVE UP TO

£120 PP
Book by 30 Sep 19

4-DAY LUXURY RAIL JOURNEY

Sticking close to home, this luxury rail journey brings you right into
the heart of the Scottish Highlands, with visits to grand country
estates and historic distilleries. It’s all set to some of the uk’s most
spectacular wilderness, as you travel between dramatic mountains
and glittering lochs aboard the Belmond Royal Scotsman. There's
plenty of opportunity to take part in a variety of included off-train
activities along the way. Expect everything from whisky tastings
and battlefield tours to fishing and clay pigeon shooting. Back on
board, you’ll be treated to Michelin-standard dining and evening
entertainment inspired by the region. You’ll even enjoy a five-star
stay in the heart of the Scottish capital.
prices start from £2,890 pp incl. 1 night b&b Balmoral Hotel, 2 nights
Belmond Royal Scotsman with all meals, drinks, guided touring & onboard entertainment.
For a full itinerary, visit wexas.com/103120.
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SAVE UP TO

£385 PP
Book by 15 Sep 19

The
Eastern
&
Oriental

Wexas luxury train expert
Miranda Berliand reports back
from the tracks of Southeast
Asia’s finest rail journey.

It was a sunny morning last March
when I boarded the Eastern
& Oriental in Bangkok’s Hua
Lamphong station. It’s a slice of
Italianate neo-Renaissance just
off the city’s hectic Chinatown, and I
was glad for the private lounge,
refreshments and fanfare welcome.
I’ve been lucky enough to travel
on many of the world’s most iconic
rail journeys, so I was excited to
see how Southeast Asia’s only
luxury train measured up. From the
same people as Europe’s Venice
Simplon-Orient-Express, I had high
expectations.
And, from the moment I stepped
aboard they were more than met.
Travelling between the Thai capital
and Singapore, it’s a full-service
affair of all-inclusive drinks, dining
and excursions. Case in point, my
luggage – having been picked up
by a white-gloved steward – was
waiting for me in my cabin, itself
a delight of Malaysian embroidery
and Thai silk-work. Then, as the
city sprawl faded, the route’s
scenery was fantastic. Think Thai
rice fields and Malaysian jungles.
They’re landscapes explored
throughout the journey on a range
of included activities, from visits
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to remote villages to naturalist-led
hikes and a cooking class held on
a river cruise. Having read history
at university, I was particularly
fascinated with the ride over the
Bridge on the River Kwai and the
trip to its accompanying museum.
A lecturer even joined us on
the train, with the likes of local
musicians and masseurs also
rotating through – a welcome touch!
The full-board dining was also
superlative. As if trying to outdo
its European namesake, the
four-course, wine-paired dinners
are even appended with an extra
sweet course, presented over
multiple tiers. Then, along with the
free-flowing bar car and its piano
accompaniment, I especially liked
the open-air observation carriage.
Although the train is mercifully
air-conditioned, it was perfect for
catching a breeze. It’s almost as if
every detail has been thought of.
the 11-day eastern & oriental
express asia classic
starts from £3,395 pp incl. flights,
uk airport lounge access, private transfers,
2 nights b&b accommodation in Bangkok & 3 in
Singapore, afternoon tea at Raffles & 3 nights
all-inclusive aboard the Eastern & Oriental
Express incl. all drinks, meals and excursions.
For a full itinerary, visit wexas.com/101826.

CHINA | RAIL JOURNE YS

CHINA
by Rail

BEST OF CHINA
BY RAIL
15-DAY TAILOR-MADE JOURNEY

Having lived in China for a year, our resident
specialist Eleanor Kania casts her expert eye
over the country’s ever-growing rail network.

There’s no getting away from it,
China is huge. But, while in times
gone by, flying was the only realistic
option for exploring the country in
comfort, today it boasts a highspeed rail network to rival any in
the world. It even has the world’s
two fastest trains – the 267mph
Shanghai Maglev, which bizarrely
connects Shanghai’s Pudong
Airport with a small station on the
city outskirts in just seven thrilling
minutes, and the arguably more
useful Fuxing Hao which, with an
impressive max speed of 249mph,
links Shanghai and Beijing in a

little over four hours. But it’s not all
about China’s megacities. There
are also ample opportunities to
explore the track less travelled, with
some 2,800 trains connecting 550
destinations throughout the land,
from ancient temple towns to rural
backwaters, passing through vast
and ever-changing landscapes.
Expect everything from patchwork
paddy fields to dramatic limestone
formations. Our featured itinerary
to the right is just one of the many
options available and, as always,
we’ll happily tailor an itinerary to
suit your specific requirements.

See China in style, with
first-class bullet trains,
private transfers and private
tours included throughout.
Travelling from Beijing’s
Great Wall and Forbidden
City icons to the glittering
megacity of Shanghai, you’ll
also visit Xian’s terracotta
army and head off the
beaten track to the ancient
walled cities of Pingyao
and Luoyang, taking in
everything from Silk Road
temples to Chinese gardens
and imposing citadels.
Alongside lunch and private
tours included each day,
it’s all brought to life by
the likes of rickshaw rides,
canal cruises and even kung
fu shows.
PRICES FROM £3,265 PP
Incl. flights, uk airport lounge
access, first class train tickets,
13 nights b&b accommodation,
selected private transfers & private
touring with lunch, including in
Beijing, Pingyao & Xian. For a
full itinerary and all inclusions,
visit wexas.com/158348.
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SAVE UP TO

The Luxury Rail Journeys of		

£270 PP
Book by 30 Sep 19

Luxury rail specialist Tim Tan takes a look at two of
the southern hemisphere’s greatest train journeys, one
in Africa and one in South America. We haven’t forgotten
about Australia. It’s featured overleaf.

ROVOS RAIL

CAPE TO KRUGER BY
ROVOS RAIL
13-DAY LUXURY JOURNEY

The journey on Rovos Rail from
Cape Town to the country’s
historic capital, Pretoria, is
three days of wine-paired
dining, open-bar indulgences
and spectacular scenery,
winding through river valleys
and South Africa’s dramatic
interior. You’ll even pause for
included tours of Matjiesfontein
and Kimberley’s Victoriancolonial charm. On this itinerary,
you’ll also start with a threenight luxury stay in beachclad Cape Town, perhaps
exploring Table Mountain
and the surrounding penguin
colonies before you end with a
luxury safari in Greater Kruger
National Park. Here, you’ll take
in the Big Five on twice-daily
safaris, returning to all-inclusive
drinks and fine dining, with a
stay in one of just a dozen
1920s cottages at a luxurious
&Beyond property.
PRICES FROM £5,695 PP incl.
flights, uk airport lounge access, private
transfers, 4 nights b&b accommodation,
2 nights all-inclusive aboard Rovos Rail,
4 nights all-inclusive safari lodge &
touring throughout incl. twice-daily game
drives on safari. For a full itinerary and all
inclusions, visit wexas.com/102182.
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I’ve been lucky enough to travel on
the “Pride of Africa” twice and was
enormously impressed on both
accounts. It’s undoubtedly Africa’s
most luxurious train, offering the
chance to step back to a bygone
age of travel. Expect wingback
armchairs in the lounge cars, openair balconies in the observation
carriage and restaurant cars
resplendent in Edwardian grandeur.
Indeed, the full-board dining
is superb, with the very best in
regional ingredients showcased
across multi-course meals, each
announced with a sounding of a
gong. It’s all washed down with
open-bar drinks; I particularly
enjoyed the wine pairings, with
different South African varietals
presented depending on the meal.
The private cabins were a further
highlight. Featuring three windows
each, they’re the largest train
berths I’ve stayed on, host to the
likes of double or twin beds, along
with original fittings in the en suites.

Lastly, in terms of routes, I’ve been
lucky enough to travel as far up
as Victoria Falls with Rovos Rail.
However, the train’s signature
remains its three-day Cape Town
to Pretoria leg, sweeping through
vineyards and barren desert.
To inspire, I’ve put together the
itinerary featured left.

PERU | RAIL JOURNE YS

the Southern Hemisphere

LUXURY PERU
BY RAIL WITH
BELMOND
BELMOND ANDEAN EXPLORER
Having only launched in 2017, Peru’s
Andean Explorer is a decidedly
more contemporary affair than its
counterpart. Think plush leather
seating, a hand-painted ivory
exterior and in-built oxygen for
comfort at high altitude. There’s even
an onboard spa, with a full range of
massages available. However, from
hand-woven fabrics to local-stone
en suites, it’s all dressed in Peruvian
accents inspired by the train’s route.
The dining, too, is suitably wellinformed. Peruvian cuisine is
enjoying its moment in the sun,
and I’m happy to see that the
onboard meals promise the finest
in local flavours, served up with
modern flair. It’s all taken among the
macramé fittings of the spectacular
restaurant carriages and washed

down with open-bar cocktails, taken
to a live piano soundtrack in the
lounge car.
In fact, with the Andean Explorer
travelling one of the world’s highest
railways, the destination truly takes
centre stage. Expect views of snowcapped Andean peaks – best taken
in from the open observation car – to
mark your journey between some of
Peru’s most iconic sights. While the
standard one-night itinerary links
Cusco’s Incan treasures and Puno’s
traditional floating reed islands, I
highly recommend extending for one
extra night, to arrive at Arequipa’s
colonial charm. To inspire, I’ve
showcased the two-night journey in
the itinerary to the right, mixing in a
luxury independent tour of Peru’s
other highlights.

13-DAY LUXURY JOURNEY

Although centring around South
America’s most luxurious train,
I’ve designed this itinerary to
add in the very best of Peru
either side. On private tours
included throughout, you’ll take
in everything from Machu Picchu
and the Sacred Valley’s Incan
treasures to the colonial charm
of Arequipa and Lima, Peru’s
food-loving capital. Your three
all-inclusive days on the Belmond
Andean Explorer will also bring
you out of the Spanish idyll of
Cusco and into the stepped rice
terraces of Colca Canyon before
ending with the indigenous
heritage of mountain-ringed Lake
Titicaca – the world’s highest
navigable lake. It’s all knitted
together by private transfers and
nights in Belmond properties –
some of South America’s most
luxurious hotels. My favourites
include a converted monastery
built atop Incan ruins and, for the
ultimate privilege, the only hotel
next door to Machu Picchu.
PRICES FROM £5,985 PP

Incl. flights, uk airport lounge
access, private transfers, 9 nights
accommodation on a mix of b&b and fullboard basis, 2 nights full-board on the
Belmond Andean Explorer with selected
drinks & private excursions throughout.
For all a full itinerary and all inclusions,
visit wexas.com/146102.
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Great Australian rail journeys
With the Great Southern debuting in December this year, Australia will be blessed with no fewer
than three luxury trains. Although they operate in both directions across three very different
routes, you can expect the same high standards of indulgence throughout, detailed in full on the
opposite page. Australia specialist Gary Stevens finds out more,

THE GHAN:
Adelaide–Darwin
In 2019, the Ghan celebrates nine
decades of transporting guests
between the vineyards of South
Australia and the tropical tip of the
Top End. It’s a classic route, which
showcases remote frontier towns
and spectacular views of Australia’s
barren Red Centre. See our
itinerary opposite for more detail.
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THE INDIAN PACIFIC:
Perth–Sydney
One of the world’s great
transcontinental rail journeys,
the Indian Pacific knits together
the city icons of Sydney with the
surf of laid-back Perth. From the
barren beauty of the Outback to the
magnificent Blue Mountains and the
rolling charm of Western Australia’s
winelands, it’s a truly special journey.

THE GREAT SOUTHERN:
Adelaide–Brisbane
Making the most of the Australian
summer, the Great Southern’s
inaugural season runs from 6
December 2019 to 26 January
2020. It’s set to showcase the
unique charm of Australia’s
southeast coast, taking in the likes
of the mighty Grampian Mountains
and the artsy capital – Canberra.

AUSTR ALIA | R AIL JOURNE YS

CABINS
Starting with Gold Service, you can
expect to relax among the woodpanelled fineries of a private berth,
enjoying picture-window views and
optional audio commentary. Then,
after a day’s exploring, you’ll be able
to freshen up in your en suite before
retiring to cosy upper and lower
berths, cleverly converted from a
three-seater lounge. Upgrades add
in ¾ size double beds.
For something extra special, look
to the Platinum Service. By day,
cabins are configured as a private
lounge – host to a table and pair
of ottomans – and by night they’re
transformed into a luxurious
bedroom, with either double or twin
beds. Along with the refreshments
and gourmet breakfasts served in
your cabin, guests will be treated
to premium drinks and dining in the
exclusive Platinum Club, all leather
banquettes and brass fittings.

OFF-TRAIN EXCURSIONS
Across each train, you’ll enjoy a
full range of included excursions,
taking in the best of their respective
routes. So, while you’ll be treated
to a gorge boat cruise and a lesson
on Indigenous spear throwing on
the Ghan, you’ll enjoy the likes of
vineyard wine tastings on the Indian
Pacific and a visit to Canberra’s
parliament on the Great Southern.
DRINKS AND DINING
As with the excursions, the drinks
and dining are all inclusive, fostering
a relaxed, club-liked atmosphere.

Multi-course menus showcase the
finest ingredients from the trains’
various routes, from kangaroo
fillets to Top End barramundi. It’s

all accompanied by complimentary
beers, spirits and fine Australian
wines, best enjoyed in the convivial
ambience of the lounge car.

FREE
SINGAPORE
STOPOVER

EARLY BOOKING OFFER

SAVE UP TO

£140 PP
Selected March
2020 dates

THE GHAN & KANGAROO ISLAND
12-DAY LUXURY RAIL JOURNEY

This is the Ghan’s original route, following in the hoof-steps of the
19th-century cameleer explorers that first mapped it. Taking three
ultra-scenic days, it wends almost 3,000km from Adelaide to Darwin,
sweeping through the deserts of the Red Centre. Stops include lazy
cruises along the Katherine River, the chance to explore the frontier
town of Alice Springs, and visits to the Jawoyn Aborigines for painting
and basket-weaving. Either side, we’ve included some time to relax,
with stays among Adelaide’s church spires and Kangaroo Island’s
iconic wildlife, showcased on an included two-day tour. It all ends in
Darwin – a city of artisan markets and tropical-beach sunsets on the
edge of the Timor Sea..
PRICES START FROM £3,805 PP incl. flights, transfers, 2 nights allinclusive aboard the Ghan, 7 nights accommodation & selected meals & touring. For a
full itinerary and all inclusions, visit wexas.com/138401.
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SAIL
AWAY
IN STYLE
While you can expect only the finest ships
over the next few pages, we’ve paid particular
attention to some truly special, once-in-alifetime destinations. Perhaps that’s spending
Christmas in Antarctica, sailing the Galápagos
on its most luxurious ship or saving up to £1,700
per cabin on a trip through the Northwest
Passage. This iceberg-strewn route, plied by
narwhals and polar bears, has only recently
opened up through Canada’s Arctic Archipelago.
Indeed, there are plenty of exclusive offers
throughout, including complimentary onboard
spending money, and a saving of £1,500 pp on
apt’s iconic Rhine and Danube sailing. Expect
private Viennese concerts, steam-train charters
and castle cocktail receptions.
That’s the joy of a luxury cruise. It’s the chance to
indulge with the likes of free-flowing champagne
and Michelin-standard full board, all the while
exploring somewhere new and exciting. Think
heading off the beaten track in the Caribbean
or bookending a trip through the Far East with
luxury stays in Hong Kong and Bangkok.
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Is Silver Spirit best in class?
Words by luxury
cruise specialist
Emma SangerHorwell.

In the last edition of Great Escapes,
I took a look at 2018’s complete
reimagination of Silver Spirit – a
ship that, back when it launched in
2009, set the standard for luxury
cruising as we know it today. This
complete overhaul was a mammoth
project undertaken in celebration
of Silversea’s 25th anniversary this
year. Indeed, stretched by 49 feet
to the tune of $70 million, Silver
Spirit has been brought in line with
the company’s new flagship Silver
Muse. But, having relaunched with
everything from a larger pool deck
to more suites and restaurants, has
it worked?
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In a word, yes. I was initially
concerned that its development
might challenge the sense of
refined intimacy that has become
Silversea’s calling card. However,
the growth has been more than
matched by the amenities. There’s
nearly one crew member to every
passenger, each suite is still treated
to flawless butler service and
guests continue to mix over expertly
mixed cocktails. There’s even been
fresh life breathed into the ship’s
designer Italianate. Think creamy
leathers and Art Deco accents.

bites, enjoyed with live jazz. That’s
alongside the usual poolside grill,
open sushi kitchen and chef’s table
tasting menus.

pianist-backed cocktail bar and the
Arts Café, where barista brews are
paired with sculptures and a curated
book selection.

For me, however, it’s perhaps
the four new dining choices that
impress most. There’s everything
from Atlantide’s royal-crab seafood
and Indochine’s Far-East exoticism
to Spaccanapoli’s Neapolitan
pizzas and Silver Note’s tapas

As always, it’s all washed down with
free-flowing champagne and other
open-bar favourites. Not only will the
staff know you by name, but they’ll
have your favourite order ready and
waiting as you walk in. I’ve also been
particularly impressed with the new

Of course, the updates are just that
– additions. There’s all the usual
Silversea luxury here, whether you’re
unwinding with a massage in the
spa, treating yourself to a manicure
in the salon or taking in a full-scale
production or lecture in the Venetian
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It’s no stretch

ASIAN EXPLORER ON
SILVER SPIRIT
2 1-DAY S TAY & CRUISE

Between luxury stays and private tours
in Hong Kong and Bangkok, this is a full
appreciation of some of East Asia’s lesservisited jewels. After Taiwan’s historic ports
and megacities, you’ll take in the colonial
intrigue of Manila alongside the beach-andjungle idyll of Cambodia’s Sihanoukville
and the Philippines’ Coron. Rarely visited
by cruises, the latter two are a particularly
special privilege, accessible thanks to Silver
Spirit’s small-ship stature. In between, you’ll
have three days to soak up Saigon’s European
grace, along with its nearby delta charm
and guerrilla tunnels. Of course, there’s also
all the usual all-inclusive drinks and dining
featured across these two pages.
PRICES START FROM £5,995 PP incl. flights,
private transfers, 5 nights pre- and post-cruise b&b
accommodation & private tours, & 14 nights aboard
Silver Spirit incl. all-inclusive drinks, dining, WiFi & butler
service. Departs 14 Jan 2020. For a full itinerary and all
inclusions, visit wexas.com/166088.

Lounge. There are six exciting new
shows for 2019, including Motown
dedications and arrangements from
the Royal Philharmonic Orchestra.
That’s alongside the cigar-andwhisky lounge, casino and the
state-of-the-art gym, host to
complimentary yoga and aerobics
classes. To celebrate, I’ve picked out
one of its most exciting itineraries to
the right.
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INTRODUCING CELEBRITY FLORA:

the finest ship in the Galápagos
Wexas Latin America specialist Rachel Mostyn
examines the latest developments in South America’s
natural wonder.

Having just launched in June,
I’m excited to reveal a first look
at Celebrity Flora℠, now the
Galápagos’s most luxurious ship.
Although twice the size of its
older sister, Celebrity Xpedition®,
it carries the same number of
passengers with just 50 suites. The
space is simply unprecedented,
made even more impressive by the
floor-to-ceiling windows across
both the cabins and public areas.
And, it’s the very first vessel
custom-designed for the Galápagos
Archipelago, coming packed full
of eco credentials. Prime among
them is the anchorless technology,
meaning that the ship can maintain
its position without damaging
the sensitive sea floor. Then,
alongside reduced emissions and
200 square metres of solar panels,
the ship even converts sea water
and air-conditioning condensation
into fresh, drinking water. Maybe
unsurprisingly it was christened by
68
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Yolanda Kakabadse – the former
president of the World Wildlife Fund.
The all-suite accommodation is
equally impressive, with each
marbled cabin featuring balconies
and complimentary butler service.
I particularly like that the beds are
angled facing the windows, making
for gorgeous morning wakeups.
A word of note, 24 of the cabins
feature “Infinite Verandas” instead
of traditional balconies. They’re

floor-to-ceiling windows that
transform the end of the room into a
verandah at the touch of a button.
And, just as the rooms are
decorated in sustainable, regionally
inspired materials, great efforts
have been made so that all seafood,
vegetables and fruit are sourced
locally. Take it from me, Galápagos
ceviche and lobster tail are
excellent, and Celebrity promises
Michelin-standard preparation,
paired with open-bar favourites.
However, given that you’ll be in the
Galápagos, it’s perhaps the fully
inclusive shore excursions that
might interest most. On expert-led

CELEBRIT Y CRUISES | CRUISE

hikes, Zodiac landings and snorkel
trips, itineraries take in the full
spread of local wildlife, from giant
tortoises to lava lizards. Then, back
on board, you’ll be able to study
further with the lecture series
and the library’s reference books.
There’s even an onboard research
lab, partnered with the University
of Miami. Few details have been
released on this, but I’m excited to
learn more.
There are also plenty of ways to
unwind after a day’s exploring, with
live entertainment served up among
plush lounges. Then, deck-side
there’s the likes of plunge pools,
Jacuzzis and telescopes for latenight astronomy lessons. There are
even private “glamping” cabanas
that can be hired out for the evening,
so you can sleep under the stars. In
all, we can expect a very complete
experience. Inspired? Take a look at
the itinerary to the right.

GALÁPAGOS ISLAND ADVENTURE ON
CELEBRITY FLORA
12-DAY TAILOR-MADE STAY & CRUISE

This weeklong cruise is a full appreciation of the Galápagos Islands,
taking in both their highlights and lesser-visited gems. On twicedaily, included excursions, you’ll spot everything from giant tortoises
and marine iguanas to blue-footed boobies and sea lions. Expect to
take Zodiacs out to giant seal colonies, snorkel with seahorses and
hike up to explosive blowholes. It’s all brought to life by expert guides
and a naturalist-led lecture series. Of course, you’ll also return each
day to Michelin-standard dining washed down with open bars. Then,
either side, you’ll enjoy luxury stays and a tour of Quito, taking in the
equator and the Ecuadorian capital’s colonial charms.
PRICES START FROM £9,215 PP incl. flights, 3 nights b&b
accommodation, Quito tour with meals & 7 nights aboard Celebrity Flora℠
incl. all-inclusive meals, drinks, national-park fees & shore excursions. For a full
itinerary and all inclusions, visit wexas.com/167244.
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THE LATEST IN
EXPEDITION CRUISING
With the enviable status of having spent over 500
days on luxury ships, Wexas cruise specialist Tim Tan
examines Aurora Expeditions’ very first purpose-built
expedition vessel.

I’ve been closely following the
development of Australian
adventure cruise pioneers Aurora
Expeditions over the past few years.
New to the UK market, they’ve been
making waves in expedition cruising
with their very first purpose-built
vessel – the Greg Mortimer. Named
after the line’s adventurous cofounder, it’s set to be one of the
most advanced expedition ships
in the world, featuring everything
from hydraulic viewing platforms to
patented hull technology. What’s
more, it’s finally almost ready, with
its maiden sailing this October.
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Custom designed to tackle the
remotes of Antarctica and the high
Arctic, the Greg Mortimer is packed
full of state-of-the-art developments.
Perhaps the most headline-grabbing
is the patented X-BOW™ technology.
Created by Norwegian ship designer
Ulstein, it’s an inverted bow concept
that promises to smooth out sea
crossings – vital for when the ship
tackles the Antarctic’s notorious
Drake Passage. Although widely
adopted across the shipping
industry, this is the very first time
the technology will be used by a
passenger-carrying cruise operator.

And, there’s plenty of innovation
elsewhere as well. Alongside the
usual sun deck, private balconies
and panoramic lounge and bar,
there’s a pair of hydraulic viewing
platforms that fold out of the ship’s
port and starboard, offering extra
wildlife vantage points. That’s
alongside the sea-level platform for
hassle-free Zodiac launches and the
custom-built activity platform – ideal
for hopping out on kayaks and diving
trips. The open bridge policy is also a
nice touch.
Given the fragility of its promised
polar destinations, you’ll be happy
to hear of the Greg Mortimer’s eco

AUROR A E XPEDITIONS | CRUISE

ENJOY UP TO

20% OFF
Book by 30 Sep 19

CHRISTMAS IN ANTARCTICA & SOUTH GEORGIA
23-DAY F LY- CRUISE ONBOARD THE GREG MORTIMER

Experience the ultimate white Christmas, with this festive
voyage to Antarctica, the Falklands and South Georgia.
Together, they represent one of the last true frontiers.
After flying out, it all begins in Argentina’s Ushuaia, the
world’s southernmost city. Here you’ll enjoy an included
tour, taking in its clapboard heritage and landscape of
mighty glaciers and snow-capped peaks. Then, you’ll be
greeted aboard the Greg Mortimer by welcome cocktails
and a four-course gala dinner as you set sail to views of the
Tierra del Fuego mountains.
Your first port is the Falklands. Much more than historic
Stanley town, you’ll visit great colonies of sea lions and
elephant seals, along with several species of penguins.
Then, as you travel on, you might spot whales swimming
alongside the ship and a plethora of seabirds using its air
currents to gain momentum.
You’ll soon arrive in South Georgia, a vibrant speck in
the vastness of the South Atlantic Ocean that’s home

to vast congregations of wildlife, including the largest
colony of king penguins on Earth. Among the island’s
mighty glaciers and cragged coast, you’ll go in search of
everything from seals and whales to penguins and giant
albatrosses. There’s even the chance to visit historic
whaling stations and Shackleton’s grave before retracing
his steps over high mountain passes.
It all culminates in the Antarctic Peninsula, where your
expedition team will tailor your itinerary to make the
most of the prevailing weather and wildlife opportunities.
Conditions permitting, the near 20-hours-a-day of
sunlight will accommodate up to three landings a day, with
Zodiac sailings bringing you among giant ice cliffs and
calving glaciers as you visit penguin rookeries, seal haulouts and historic huts. Alongside festive landings and a
Christmas Day roast, there’s a range of optional activities
available throughout, including sea kayaking, snorkelling
and snowshoeing*. In all, this promises to be the perfect
showcase of this truly unique destination.

PRICES START FROM £19,200 PP incl. flights, uk airport lounge access, transfers, 1 night b&b accommodation & 19 nights aboard Greg
Mortimer incl. full-board dining, beer & house wines with dinner, lecture series & excursions throughout. *Selected activities at an additional cost and
may require previous experience. Departs 6 December 2020. For a full itinerary and all inclusions, visit wexas.com/165970.

credentials. Along with industryleading fuel efficiency, reduced
plastic use and lower light pollution
for minimal wildlife disruption, it
will also feature a futuristic virtual
anchoring technology. The ship can
hold its position using just propellers
and thrusters so as not to disturb the
sea floor.
Accommodating an average of just
120 passengers, it all promises
to be perfectly exclusive, with

contemporary en-suite cabins, a
selection of which feature floorto-ceiling windows and private
balconies. Guests will also be
treated to full-board dining, washed
down by included house wines and
beers with dinner. However, I’m most
looking forward to the lecture series,
delivered by experts on the local
wildlife, history and environment.
Taken as a whole, we can expect
a delightfully intimate experience,

with its impressive range of frontier
destinations the focus – something
enhanced by included excursions
and informative experts.
So, to celebrate its launch, I’ve
picked out a very special sailing,
featured above. Be sure to get
in contact for other departures,
taking in everywhere from South
Georgia and Antarctica, to the east
coast of Latin America and even the
far Russian Arctic.
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The Northwest Passage through
Canada’s iceberg-strewn Arctic
Archipelago has an explorers’ rollcall that stretches from Amundsen
to Franklin and Cook, who sought a
crucial route between the Pacific and
Atlantic. Indeed, it’s only very recently
that it’s opened up to mere mortals,
with a select few expedition lines
offering the route.
Winding through remote fjords, the
voyage takes in everything from Inuit
settlements and forgotten trappers’
outposts to giant calving glaciers
and a fantastic selection of wildlife.
Polar bears jump between ice caps,
narwhal tusks pierce shimmering
waters and musk ox tread lonely
paths on wild islands.
It’s perhaps best showcased with
One Ocean Expeditions. As one of

The Northwest Passage
with One Ocean Expeditions
the original few operators to offer
this unique voyage, they place a
great emphasis on the destination,
featuring a fantastic array of
expert-led lectures and included
excursions. Hikes, Zodiac cruises
and optional kayak trips will see
you right among remote islands
and communities, taking in the likes
of giant humpbacks and historic
frontier settlements. And, ending in
Greenland, you’ll finish with colourful
villages and the unesco-listed

Ilulissat Icefjord where frozen sheets
the size of houses calve off into subzero waters.
Then, at the end of each day, you’ll
return to your ship’s comforts. The
complimentary spa facilities include
a Jacuzzi, sauna and saltwater pool,
while the full-board dining features
delicious afternoon teas and fivecourse dinners. It really is a welcome
touch of civilisation in one of the
world’s last frontiers.

SAVE UP TO

£1,700 PER
CABIN
Book by 30 Sep 19

A 15-DAY NORTHWEST PASSAGE CRUISE WITH ONE OCEAN
EXPEDITIONS STARTS FROM £15,685 PP incl. flights, uk airport lounge

access, transfers, 1 night b&b accommodation & 11 days aboard RCGS Resolute incl. all
meals, excursions, wellness facilities, lecture series & use of expedition gear. For a full
itinerary and all inclusions, visit wexas.com/168457.
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Although we’ve picked out the latest
and finest in small-ship luxury
cruising across this issue, SeaDream
offers something of the unique –
a yacht-club experience. Its two ships,
SeaDream I and II, each host just
112 privileged passengers, served by
a nearly 1:1 staff-to-guest ratio.

JOIN THE YACHT SET
with SeaDream

However, it’s not only about size;
SeaDream curates a full yachting
lifestyle. Marbled staterooms
all come with ocean views and
complimentary minibars, the small
casino is perfect for a nightcap, and
the all-inclusive caviar dining and
open cocktail bars are best enjoyed
al fresco. The raw, vegan menu is
a special highlight. And, on deck,
there’s also everything from pool and
Jacuzzi soaks to complimentary yoga
and Balinese beds.
It’s all wrapped up in a highly
personalised, anticipatory service,
whether that’s the waiter surprising
you with your favourite dessert
or the bartender knowing you by
both your name and your preferred
tipple. Then, alongside the library,
golf simulator and sauna-equipped

fitness centre, it’s perhaps the
water-sports marina that truly
completes the yachting experience.
It offers the chance to relax with
a swimming platform and explore
with snorkels, kayaks and personal
sailboats.

What’s more, given the ship’s size,
it’s able to access the quieter ports
that others simply can’t, something
showcased in the itinerary below.
To make it extra special, we’ve also
included a trip on the Orient Express
to the departure port in Venice.

ORIENT EXPRESS & THE ADRIATIC
Let piano-accompanied drinks and multi-course delights see you over
the French Alps aboard the Venice Simplon-Orient-Express for a stay in
a Venetian palace. Then, on an eight-night cruise on SeaDream I, you’ll
take in the Adriatic’s lesser-visited jewels, from Roman Zadar and Trieste’s
Belle Époque castles to the 19th-century aristocratic retreat of Opatija and
Gothic Piran – a slice of Venice in Slovenia. That’s alongside the headlines
of Dubrovnik and the Croatian island of Vis. Each day, you’ll return to open
bars and full-board fineries, along with the ship’s luxurious facilities.
prices start from £6,980 pp incl. flights, uk airport lounge access, private

transfers, 1 night full-board on the Venice Simplon-Orient-Express, 1 night Venice & 8 nights
all-inclusive on SeaDream I incl. drinks, dining & gratuities. Departs 6 August 2020. For a full
itinerary and all inclusions, visit wexas.com/157970.
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The Caribbean
by Seabourn
Wexas cruise specialist Debbie Mayger finds a different
way to explore the Caribbean, having travelled extensively
throughout the islands.

I got married on Granada, so the
Caribbean is a place close to my
heart. However, I know that the
islands are much more than pristine
sands and winter sun. That’s why
I recommend following in the bow
wake of the yacht set, sailing on
a small ship to ports that others
simply can’t reach. It’s the chance
to take in everything from volcanic
peaks and pristine rainforests
to remote snorkelling spots and
the islands’ fascinating colonial
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heritage, contrasted by colourful
Caribbean intrigue.
With this in mind, there can be
few better options than Seabourn
Odyssey. It’s a boutique, 229-suite
ship complete with its very own
marina. The captain is privy to the
very best secret harbours to drop
anchor, where guests are then
treated to afternoons of water
sports, beach lobster barbecues and
caviar served in the waist-deep surf.

That’s alongside the all-inclusive
delights back on board. Open
cocktail bars are paired with
full-board fine dining, ranging
from the Thomas Keller grill and
alfresco pizzeria to afternoon tea
and French-American fineries.
Even the all-suite accommodation
comes with complimentary
minibars stocked to your
preference, along with ocean
views in every room.
Then, although the ship’s luxurious
facilities extend to a fitness centre,
card room and spa, you’ll also
want to explore and unwind on the
tropical island idylls. For inspiration,
take a look at the itinerary opposite.

SEABOURN | CRUISE

DEPARTS 29 FEB 2020
PORTS OF CALL: BARBADOS · BEQUIA · MARTINIQUE · GUADALOUPE · NEVIS · ANTIGUA · ST. KITTS
ST. MAARTEN · BRITISH VIRGIN ISLANDS · ST. BARTS · ST. KITTS · ILES DES SAINTES · ST. LUCIA
MAYREAU · BARBADOS

EXOTIC CARIBBEAN IN-DEPTH ON SEABOURN ODYSSEY
16-DAY LUXURY CRUISE

Travelling the full length of the Caribbean, this
considered itinerary takes in both the region’s highlights
and lesser-known delights. Gustavia on St. Barts, for
instance, is too small for most cruise ships, meaning
that its fantastic collection of cafés and boutiques is
delightfully exclusive, housed in Swedish-colonial and
French-Creole architecture. And, on the western end
of Tortola, you’ll dock in a gorgeous Caribbean yacht
haven, once a notorious pirates’ den. It’s a similar story
on the Iles des Saintes, a tiny cluster of islets off the
southern coast of Guadeloupe. There are no resorts or
casinos here, with its quiet beaches and mountainous
walks a reminder of the Caribbean of old.
Then, in terms of colonial heritage, you’ll be able to
look beyond the pristine beaches of Barbados to
discover 17th-century English churches and Britishstyle parliament buildings. That’s alongside the island's
profound love of cricket. On Martinique, you’ll even
land near the colonial plantation and childhood home of
Joséphine de Beauharnais, the Martinique-born woman
who became the empress to Napoleon Bonaparte. Its
stately home and manicured grounds are a harrowing
illustration of the island’s past dichotomy between
slaves and masters. However, it’s perhaps Nevis that
has the largest claim to fame; it was the birthplace of
Alexander Hamilton, a Founding Father of America.
Of course, there’s also some time for some white-sands
relaxation, with St. Kitts’ Carambola Beach a special
highlight. And, wherever you are, you won’t be far from
a snorkelling or dive site. It’s all showcased with the

Seabourn Odyssey’s marina, always on hand for some
water-sports fun. Be sure to also head inland. St. Lucia,
for example, is host to a dramatic pair of coastal peaks,
the Pitons, which shelter a magnificent rainforest
that’s home to wild orchids and birds of paradise. The
indigenous St. Lucia parrot is a particular favourite. In
fact, there are plenty of opportunities to hike across
the route, including routes in Guadeloupe that take
in jungle-clad waterfalls.
That’s not to say, however, that you’ll be without a
touch of local culture. A stroll along Bequia’s Belmont
Walkway will see you mingle with laidback locals under
the almond trees, perhaps picking up a homemade
nutmeg ice cream in the shop run by the daughter of
a former prime minister.
In fact, on Antigua, I highly recommend a trip to Shirly
Heights. Although in the 1700s it was an imposing
fortress, today it houses a fantastic array of bars and
restaurants, soundtracked by steel-band performances
and backdropped by gorgeous views over the entire
island. Mayreau is a further favourite. Although
measuring just 1.5 square miles, its 400 residents
are served by a dozen bars. The island’s beer order is
reputed to be more than twice the size of Union Island,
its far larger neighbour.
It’s a fantastic way to end the voyage that presents you
with every side of the Caribbean that I’ve fallen in love
with, from its palm-fringed sands and underwater scuba
worlds to the colourful culture and unique past.

PRICES START FROM £5,845 PP incl. flights, uk airport lounge access, private transfers & 14 nights all-inclusive aboard Seabourn
Odyssey incl. all meals, drinks, gratuities & entertainment. Departs 29 Feb 2020. For a full itinerary and inclusions, visit wexas.com/168229.
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R EG E N T S E V E N S E A S CR U IS ES

The most inclusive luxury cruise experience
Wexas cruise specialist Janet
Welsh takes a look at Regent Seven
Seas Cruises’ own brand of allinclusive luxury.
For me, it’s the attention to detail that makes Regent
stand out. Billing themselves as offering the “most
inclusive luxury cruise experience”, they’re the only truly
all-inclusive line. Over the next two pages, I’m going to
give a sense of what that means, using a particularly
exciting Mediterranean departure as an example. Hint:
it’s all about the excursions.
The accommodation is, of course, a highlight. All are
suites and all, save a few on the Seven Seas Navigator,
feature private balconies. Think marble accents, walk-in
wardrobes and even private spas in the top categories.
The service is also flawless, with the attendants and
butlers always on hand to restock your inclusive minibar,
request something off-menu or take your order for the
complimentary room service.
However, with such a fantastic array of all-inclusive
dining, you won’t be eating in your suite too often!
There’s everything from barista cafés, poolside grills
and Italian pizzerias to lobster dinners, steakhouse
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indulgence and multi-course French delights. It all
comes wine paired, with open bars serving up freeflowing champagne. Then, alongside the lectures
and library, evening entertainment includes a casino,
cigar-and-cognac club and full-scale theatre. However,
if you’d rather keep active, you’ll find a jogging track
and fully equipped gym. The spa is equally impressive.
There’s also plenty of innovation. As of October,
there will be more than 200 vegan or vegetarian
options to enjoy, including Impossible™ Cheeseburgers
and falafel fritters with harissa mayo. Then, in terms
of technology, the line is eliminating two million plastic
bottles annually with the implementation of Vero
still and sparkling water filters – the same used in
Michelin-starred restaurants across the world. Even
the complimentary WiFi is getting an upgrade, with
bandwidth across the fleet set to be doubled by January
next year.
For many, though, it’s the included excursions that
stand out most. Much more than city tours, you
can expect a full spread of unique activities, from
wine tastings and cooking classes to grotto boat
rides and Game of Thrones tours. And, that’s just
the itinerary opposite, which I’ve picked out to
demonstrate the sheer breadth available.

REGENT SE VEN SE AS CRUISES | CRUISE

INCLUDES

$400 PER
SUITE
TO SPEND ONBOARD
Book by 30 Sep 19

MEDITERRANEAN MEDLEY
8-DAY LUXURY CRUISE

Along with the usual all-balcony suites, free-flowing champagne and full-board fine dining that I’ve mentioned over these
two pages, I’ve chosen this particular itinerary, which departs on 28 July 2020, to showcase the breadth of included
shore excursions. Between Venice’s floating wonders and Rome’s unesco treasures, you’ll take in the medieval charm
of Croatia’s Split and Montenegro’s Kotor before heading off the beaten track to Albania’s Roman heritage and castle
towns. Then, island hopping between the aristocratic palaces of Corfu and Sicily will see you end with the Amalfi Coast’s
clifftop pastel towns. In every stop, you’ll enjoy a choice of complimentary activities, with a total of 42 free shore excursions
available on this sailing. I’ve picked out just four highlights for each port.
day 1 » uk/venice
Although you might have some time to enjoy Venice’s
floating grandeur, today is given over to your flight and
embarkation as you settle into the all-inclusive delights of
your luxury ship.
day 2 » split, croatia
The walled old town of Split is a vision of Roman palaces
and thousand-year-old fortresses.
Croatian seafood tasting

Shipyard visit

Game of Thrones tour

Sites of the Ottoman Empire

day 3 » kotor, montenegro
Arrive in Kotor, a terracotta-capped medieval maze
surrounded by gorgeous mountains.
Highlights of Montenegro tour

Village cooking class

Classical performance in a temple

Tuk-tuk bay tour

day 4 » durrës, albania
With beaches and Roman amphitheatres, lesser-visited
Durrës is the perfect introduction to coastal Albania.
Tour of Tirana, the Albanian capital

Castle visit

Archaeological excursion		

Communist-era tour

day 5 » corfu, greece
Sail on to Greece to discover how Venetian aristocrats and
ancient Greeks have left their mark on the paradise island
of Corfu.
Wine and olive-oil tasting

Corfu beach break

Cave-grotto boat ride

Rural life farm tour

day 6 » taormina, sicily
Back in Italy, to the island of Sicily, where Taormina’s Greek
amphitheatre and 15th-century palazzos enjoy stunning
views of Mt. Etna.
Summit Mt. Etna		

Wine tasting

The Godfather tour

Taormina in depth

day 7 » sorrento, italy
This is the Amalfi Coast at its best, where colourful houses
and Roman vestiges perch high on clifftops.
Amalfi Coast drive

Food and wine tasting

The Isle of Capri		

Pompeii tour

day 8 » rome/uk
Perhaps extend to explore the ancient wonders of the
Italian capital before flying home.

prices start from £3,900 pp incl. flights, uk airport lounge access, transfers & 7 nights aboard the Seven Seas Voyager incl. all-inclusive
drinks, dining, shore excursions & wifi. Departs 28 July 2020. For a full itinerary and all inclusions, visit wexas.com/166080.
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Magnificent Europe with APT

the best in Continental river cruising?
I admit it, I’m a river cruise fanatic. There’s something about drifting
along storied waterways, pausing often multiple times a day at both
city greats and off-the-beaten-track gems. It’s the chance to get right
to the heart of a destination without the hassle, all the while enjoying
the all-inclusive delights of a luxury ship.

Wexas cruise expert
Meriel Lowe takes
a look at one of the
world’s greatest river
cruises.

Signature Experiences
A private concert in Vienna
You’ll be invited to a private
classical concert among the
chandeliers and gilded frescoes
of Vienna’s royalty-owned
Liechtenstein City Palace. After
a cocktail reception, you’ll be
treated to performances from
a full orchestra and members of
the celebrated Mozart Boys’ Choir.
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And, for my money, this concept is perhaps best captured by apt in
their Magnificent Europe itinerary. Taking a fortnight to sail the mighty
Rhine and Danube, it showcases the riverside highlights of Holland,
Germany, Austria and Hungary. Throughout, it’s an all-inclusive affair
of gourmet dining, open bars and exclusive excursions. Over the next
two pages, I’ve tried to give a sense of why I recommend it so highly,
picking out the full range of inclusions on offer.
Grand Empress steam train
On departures between May and
September 2020, this tour follows
in the tracks of Elisabeth of
Bavaria. After a welcome reception
at Budapest Station’s Royal
Waiting Room, you’ll board the
grand steam train, complete with
carriages from the 1900s. You’ll
then be treated to a regal game
lunch onboard, followed by a tour of
the aristocratic Gödöllő Palace.

A cocktail reception in a German
castle
Rub shoulders with German
aristocracy as Princess Heide von
Hohenzollern opens the doors of
her home– the grand, 14th-century
Namedy Castle. You’ll have some
time to wander its opulent rooms
and manicured grounds before
attending a cocktail reception in the
ballroom, where a classical pianist
sets the mood.

APT RIVER CRUISES | CRUISE

Freedom of Choice inclusions
Alongside the Signature
Experiences and expert-led walking
tours in each destination, you’ll be
able to personalise your journey
to suit your interests, with a wide
choice of unique sightseeing
activities and dining experiences.
It’s something that my clients are
always impressed with, especially as
they’re all included. The Magnificent
Europe sailing is a case in point.
Highlights range from vineyard hikes
and a visit to Beethoven’s birthplace
to a glass-top boat ride through
Amsterdam’s canals and a trip out
to explore Bratislava’s rococo-style
architecture. If you’d rather relax
on board, there are, among others
things, informative lectures, cooking
classes and language lessons.

Onboard
In short, apt’s Concerto River Ships
feature some of the largest suites on
Europe’s rivers, with many offering
expansive balconies and butler
service. And, with membership
of the invitation-only Chaîne des
Rôtisseurs, the full-board dining
is superlative. Expect seasonal
ingredients showcased across the
likes of afternoon teas, chef’s-table
tasting menus and five-course
dinners. There are also plenty of
venues, from the lounge bistro to the
alfresco Sun Deck. Wherever you
choose to dine, it’s all washed down
with open-bar indulgences served
up in an intimate atmosphere.
Passenger numbers hover around
a privileged 160.

SAVE UP TO

£1,500 PP

on 2020 departures
Book by 31 Aug 19

MAGNIFICENT EUROPE:
THE RHINE & DANUBE ON APT
15-DAY RIVER CRUISE

Taking just over two weeks to sail between Holland and Hungary,
this is a full appreciation of two European river greats – the Rhine
and the Danube. Along the way, you’ll pause everywhere from quiet
cobblestone villages to some of the continent’s iconic cities, including
Amsterdam, Bonn, Vienna and Budapest. Throughout, you’ll enjoy
all the delights mentioned on these pages. Think all-inclusive drinks
and gourmet dining paired with truly unique excursions, from private
palace concerts to castle cocktail receptions.
PRICES START FROM £2,795 PP
Your cruise includes:
• Home-to-airport transfers by private car*
• Return scheduled flights from the uk*
• Expert-led touring throughout, including:
• Special Signature Experiences
• Freedom of Choice™ excursions
• Gourmet dining, with a total of 41 meals
• Services of an apt Cruise Director & expert local guides
• A wide range of onboard beverages*
• Butler, room service and laundry in selected suites
• Overseas transfers, port charges and tipping
Selected departures from Apr to Dec. *Terms & conditions apply. For details and a full
itinerary, visit wexas.com/104214.
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ON BOARD

AmaVida

Since making her debut
on Portugal’s Douro River
in 2013, AmaWaterways’
luxury river ship,
AmaVida, has become
something of a Wexas
favourite. Scott Anderson
takes a look on board.

STATEROOMS
The staterooms and suites on
board AmaVida are impressive.
Expect plenty of space and style,
with a colour scheme of rust and
gold accented by deep reds and
dark wood, which mirrors those
of the Douro’s famed sunsets.
And, there are plenty of amenities,
too, with in-room climate control,
flat screen TVs, on-demand
entertainment and complimentary
WiFi included as standard, even in
the lower categories. That said, it’s
well worth upgrading to a Category
B Stateroom or higher for floorto-ceiling windows and private
balconies that makes the most of
those idyllic Douro landscapes.
For the best views, however, look
to the Category A Staterooms and
Suites, both of which are located
on the upper deck.
FOOD & DRINK
Food and wine are integral to an
AmaWaterways cruise, a fact
reflected in the high quality of
the on-board dining and their
membership of the prestigious
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culinary society – La Chaîne des
Rôtisseurs. As such, you can expect
dishes inspired by the regions
visited, each created by a team of
talented chefs and served to guests
across a range of elegant dining
venues. And, no matter which you
choose, all meals are paired with the
finest local and international wines,
with a new selection each evening.
What’s more, all premium wines
and beers are included with lunch
and dinner as standard. But, the
indulgences don’t end there. You
can also look forward to sparkling
wine and fresh juices at breakfast
and, between meals, included
snacks and tasty tapas served in
the Main Lounge. It’s fair to say, you
won’t go hungry!
ACTIVITIES & ENTERTAINMENT
With AmaWaterways, you’ll be
treated to a full range of touring
throughout your cruise, all
included in the fare. Unlike on
some other cruises, there’s a
choice of excursions in each port,
meaning smaller group sizes and
the chance to experience each

A M A W AT E R W AY S | C R U I S E

FLAVOURS OF
PORTUGAL & SPAIN
11-DAY LUXURY RIVER CRUISE

destination in a way that matters
to you. You might, for instance,
choose a highlights tour of a city
you’ve not visited before. Or, if
wine’s your thing, join a local expert
for a tasting at a top estate. There
are Special Interest Tours, too,
designed to put you right at the
heart of the local culture. What’s
more, keen walkers are well catered
to, with specially arranged guided
hikes taking in the Douro’s very
best views. Alternatively, if you
prefer a more leisurely stroll, there
are several less energetic options to
choose from. Then, back on board,

you’ll enjoy nightly entertainment
from talented, local performers.
RELAXATION
With so much to see and do during
your cruise, you’ll be glad of some
downtime, and onboard AmaVida,
there are plenty of ways to relax.
The sun deck, with its swimming
pool and bar, is an obvious choice
for lazy summer days, sipping
cocktails while taking in the views.
Then, below deck, there’s a fitness
room and a small spa, where expert
therapists are on hand to soothe
any lingering aches.

Enjoy all the luxuries of the
AmaVida as you explore the
Douro Valley in consummate
style. It all begins with a fivestar stay in Madrid, where a
programme of included tours
will showcase the architectural
delights of the capital, followed
by Toledo’s medieval heritage
and Salamanca’s grand
cathedral icon. And, that’s all
before you board your luxury
river ship, with its balconied
staterooms, all-inclusive
gourmet dining, sun-trap pool
deck and indulgent spa. It’s
a truly special way to explore
Portugal’s Douro River, the
highlights of which you’ll take
in with a full spread of included
excursions. There’s everything
from expert-led tours of the
region’s historic treasures
to traditional home-cooked
lunches. That’s alongside
several wine and port tastings,
of course. And, if you feel like
staying longer, we can suggest
a three-night extension in
Lisbon. Speak to our specialists
for the latest prices.
PRICES FROM £3,520 PP

incl. flights, uk airport lounge access,
3 nights accommodation in Madrid,
7 nights aboard AmaVida with all meals,
excursions, entertainment & drinks with
meals. For a full itinerary and inclusions,
visit wexas.com/167758.
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CRUISE | PONANT

The Seychelles & Ponant
a match made in paradise

Luxury cruise
specialist Janet
Welsh takes
a dip in the
Indian Ocean.
White sands, bathtub waters
and swaying palms – these are
the images that the Seychelles
conjure up. Yes, the Indian-Ocean
archipelago might be the ultimate
in winter-sun relaxation, but I’d
recommend looking a little closer.

You’ll uncover everything from
lush, jungled interiors to colourful
underwater worlds.
Even on Mahé, the Seychelles’
largest island, you’ll find colonial
charm and volcanic hikes.
However, it’s when you explore the
archipelago’s outliers that things
really start to open up. Private
islands and nature reserves host
everything from giant tortoises and
sea turtles to stingrays and great
schools of multicoloured fish.

Of course, the ultimate way to
take it all is on a luxurious, islandhopping cruise. And, given the
region’s rich European history,
Ponant is the obvious choice. I
particularly love the French service,
and, naturally, the full-board dining
is fantastic. The open bars even
serve up champagne and, yes,
fine French wines. It’s the perfect
marriage of Gallic indulgence
and island paradise. For further
inspiration, take a look at the
itinerary below.

ESSENTIAL SEYCHELLES WITH PONANT

FLIGHT CREDIT

12-DAY LUXURY CRUISE

20% SAVING

& UP TO
Book by 30 Sep 19

This is the Seychelles at their finest, combining the islands’ highlights with
their off-the-beaten-track gems. Indeed, you’ll take in no fewer than eight
islands, enjoying everything from palm-fringed beaches and jungle walks
to snorkelling with turtles and audiences with giant tortoises. Alongside a
luxury beach stay at the end, you’ll also sail in style, with your luxurious ship
host to just 92 cabins, each with its own private balcony. The all-inclusive
open bars and fine French gastronomy are fantastic. Then, along with
complimentary wifi, facilities range from fitness and steam rooms to a
swimming pool and theatre. In all, it’s an intimate, yacht-like delight.
PRICES START FROM £3,950 PP incl. flights, transfers, 1 night half-board
accommodation & 8 nights aboard the Le Bougainville incl. all meals, drinks & wifi. Selected
Dec & Jan departures. For a full itinerary and inclusions, visit wexas.com/167759.
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Crystal
Cruises &
Header inthe
here
Orient Express
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when stars align

fineries and a fantastic sushi bar
by chef Nobu himself. There’s also
everything from Broadway-style
shows and latest-release films to a
superb spa, a world-class lecture
series and complimentary yoga.

On 10 September 2020, for one
departure only, the world’s most
iconic train lines up perfectly with
an ultra-luxury sailing aboard the
Crystal Symphony, bringing you out
from London to Venice, the Adriatic
and the Greek islands. From the
impeccable service to the fine-dining
focus, it’s a truly ideal pairing.
It all begins on the 10th September
2020 in London Victoria. Settling in
among the same Art Deco fixtures
and wingback armchairs that have
hosted royalty and heads of state,
you’ll be brought through rural Kent
and the French countryside before
you wake to Alpine views as you
roll towards Venice. Along the way,
you’ll enjoy pianist-accompanied
cocktails in the bar car and multicourse fineries, backdropped
by the Lalique glasswork of the
restaurant carriages.

And, the Venice Simplon-OrientExpress is the perfect introduction
to a journey on the Crystal
Symphony. As the most awarded
cruise line, you can expect some
of the best staff- and space-toguest ratios at sea, alongside
open-bar indulgences and Michelinlevel full board. Expect Brazilian
steakhouses, wine-paired Italian

The ship’s route is just as
impressive. After two nights
among Venice’s canal-way maze,
you’ll head off the beaten track to
Slovenia’s Koper, where centuriesold walls cloak a beautifully
preserved terracotta old town.
Then, it’s time for a pair of Croatian
highlights – Split and Dubrovnik –
where Roman monuments sit sideby-side with Baroque flourishes.
It all concludes with some Greek
island hopping, taking in the iconic
whitewashed charm of Santorini and
Mykonos before ending in Athens.
Inspired? Get in contact with one of
our consultants today.

ORIENT EXPRESS, ADRIATIC & GREEK ISLES
ON CRYSTAL SYMPHONY
10-DAY TAILOR-MADE JOURNEY

PRICES START FROM £5,405 PP incl. flights, private transfers, 1-night
full board on the Venice Simplon-Orient-Express & 8 nights all-inclusive on Crystal
Symphony incl. full board, drinks, all gratuities & onboard entertainment. Departs 10
September 2020. For a full itinerary and all inclusions, visit wexas.com/165928.
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Dreaming of
California?
Whether it’s laid-back
culture or a sun-kissed
chill out you’re after,
California has it covered.

And we’ve got the flights – and famously
good service – covered too. With two flights
a day from London Heathrow to LA and
San Francisco, as well as a seasonal service
into LA from Manchester, your California
dreaming will become reality in no time.

For the latest fares and special offers, call a Wexas USA specialist
on 020 7838 5894.

